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FOREWORD

More children than ever are at risk of being sexually exploited by travellers and tourists and no country is immune. Since the early 1990s when evidence came to light that European nationals were sexually abusing and exploiting children in developing countries, sharp increases in travel and tourism have multiplied the opportunities and venues available to travelling child sex offenders worldwide.

An emerging destination for international tourists, South Asia recorded an impressive seven percent growth in the arrival of foreign visitors in 2014. Moreover, domestic travel has steadily increased within the region, thanks to a flourishing middle class. Hence, tourism is now a major source of income for many South Asian countries. The increased travel and the explosion of the internet and mobile technology has afforded perpetrators anonymity and hidden pathways to groom children and seduce them via social media and internet games. Likewise, new travel and tourism services like home-stays, voluntourism and the shareconomy have increased this anonymity and heightened children's vulnerability.

However, progress has been made since the First World Congress against Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children held in Stockholm in 1996. Twenty years later, world leaders from nearly every country in the world have approved global targets to address the sexual exploitation of children in the Sustainable Development Goals, which replace the Millennium Development Goals from 2016 onwards. Thus, goal 16 of the SDGs, namely to “promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels”, is notably to be reached by “ending abuse, exploitation, trafficking and all forms of violence and torture of children” as stated in Target 16.2. The world has recognised that we cannot allow children to fall victim to this devastating experience, which has life-long consequences on their mental and physical well-being.

This report provides an updated picture of the environment in which sexual exploitation of children in travel and tourism persists in South Asia and proposes a set of recommendations to improve government, non-government and private sector responses to prevent and combat this crime. As such, it will assist in the realisation of the Sustainable Development Goals related to children's right to live free from sexual exploitation.

After twenty five years of working on the issue, ECPAT cannot emphasise enough how important it is to join efforts and take advantage of multi-sector cooperation to fight this deplorable trend. This report is an open invitation to work with ECPAT and its partners and join the fight against sexual exploitation of children in travel and tourism because together we can eliminate this crime and make childhood safe again.

Ms. Sumnima Tuladhar
ECPAT Regional Representative
for South Asia
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In 2014, 17.1 million international tourists visited South Asia, a region representing eight countries: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. Additionally, the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) reports that most tourists visit destinations within their own region, and South Asia further shows a steady increase in domestic travellers. With a variety of social fabrics, the current and forecasted exponential growth in tourism arrivals is not equal across the eight countries. Yet, globalisation is causing profound social and economic changes that challenge current social norms and values. As child protection measures in South Asia are relatively weak, the rapid regional changes bring with them some negative impacts of growth.

Sexual exploitation of children in travel and tourism (SECTT) is one of these negative side effects. The phenomenon closely intertwines with various other forms of commercial sexual exploitation of children (CSEC), and is a product of a complex interplay between a range of socio-economic factors at all levels of society. Twenty years after the inaugural World Congress against the Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children, SECTT still persists despite several international, regional, national and local level initiatives to address the issue. There are several indicators that the phenomenon is in fact gaining both in size and complexity, as expanding infrastructure and growing ICT usage help facilitate not only travel, but travel for the purpose of child sexual exploitation. It is important to stress that the travel and tourism industry cannot be blamed for the existence and prevalence of SECTT. However, the industry may facilitate SECTT through perpetrators utilising the tourism infrastructure to access vulnerable children.

This regional study aims to synthesise the most recent data and research pertaining to SECTT in South Asia. The study provides an evidence-based discussion and analysis of SECTT in the region, highlighting trends, initiatives and possible combative efforts. The purpose is to contribute to the Global Study on the Sexual Exploitation of Children in Travel and Tourism, with a view to inform future actions by multiple stakeholders ranging from governments to the private sector and civil society actors.

There is a severe lack of evidence-based information on the relations between the travel and tourism industry and CSEC in South Asia. Whilst traditional destinations for foreign child sex offenders, such as South East Asia, begin to tighten up legal frameworks and child-protection structures, South Asian countries are just beginning to slowly acknowledge and tackle SECTT. Sri Lanka, as an exception, has long experienced issues of SECTT, in particular with regards to foreign child sex offenders. However, though little data exists, anecdotal evidence and cases suggest that SECTT has moved beyond traditional locations and become apparent in more of the region’s countries, especially India and Nepal.

Until recently, SECTT was primarily seen as relating to foreign child sex offenders. This is still very much the perception in South Asia. However, there is a growing realisation of the impact of the national and regional travelling industries on children’s lives. The various types of offenders are linked to the diversification of the travel and tourism industry, expanding beyond the beach resorts to include locations off-the-beaten-track, and ‘doing-good’ holidays in terms of ‘voluntourism’. Additionally, the mobility of South Asia’s population has led to a complex myriad of infrastructural intersections, with train and bus stations becoming busy hubs of people ‘moving-through’. These locations attract migrating children, as job opportunities are many, similar to the situations at tourist destinations. Children travel for work and opportunities, and often end up in informal sectors in which they are likely to interact with a multitude of strangers. This puts them at-risk of encountering child sex offenders. The spaces where children are vulnerable to SECTT are growing.

In a similar manner the sex industry is evolving. Transnational and local child sex offenders are gaining access to vulnerable children beyond the traditional brothel and street-based environment, as the entertainment sector is expanding. The growth in the establishment-based sex industry, such as through dance bars, karaoke venues, massage parlours and cabin restaurants, is astounding. This trend will have a large impact on how combative efforts to child sexual exploitation are considered and implemented. Cases show that many of these establishments are accessed via intermediaries such as rickshaw and taxi drivers, hotel staff and other children working in the areas.

Children are thus accessed both through the establishment-based industry and through direct or facilitated solicitation of children living and/or working in public spaces. Both boys and girls are vulnerable in the region. Girls are more commonly trafficked or in other ways sold into the formal sex industry, and are thus more likely to end up in brothels and other establishments. Boys appear to be more exposed in public spaces, as social
norms in the region often mean that boys experience a higher degree of freedom than girls. Boys are thus more likely to encounter child sex offenders through interactions with strangers. As the social fabric of the region is changing, girls may become increasingly vulnerable to sexual exploitation in the public sphere. Studies to date of the region have focused more on boys and SECTT, while research on girls has been more linked to trafficking and brothel-based exploitation. There are huge gaps in research for the various situations and scenarios experienced by boys and girls, all children whom are vulnerable to SECTT albeit potentially in different forms.

Another area of concern is the infiltration of transnational child sex offenders of pseudo-care professions such as orphanage-work and teaching. Although South Asia has begun to develop minimum standards of care and monitoring requirements for child-organisations and homes, the rigidity of these child protection programmes is lacking. Children without appropriate care are highly vulnerable in the region, as the growing demand for ‘voluntourism’ and the donor focus on childcare has created a demand for ‘orphans’. This results in an increasingly effluent trafficking industry.

Lastly, South Asia has, and is, experiencing a rapid growth of ICT usage. ICTs help facilitate access to vulnerable children by child sex offenders through the sharing of tourism-related information and offenders being at decreased risk of getting caught as communication can be made via intermediaries. Children are thus at times kept in suburbs or off-site locations, complicating law enforcement efforts.

South Asia has made immense progress towards strengthening child protection and combating CSEC in the past few years, but is yet far off from a comprehensive framework. There are few initiatives that directly target SECTT, instead it is incorporated into wider CSEC or violence against children programmes. At a regional level, SAIEVAC has acknowledged SECTT in its recent 2010-2015 work plan; however, there is little evidence as to the effect of these efforts. At a national level, there has been an increased commitment to address issues of child exploitation, evident through work plans, establishment of coordination and cooperation mechanisms and the revision and introduction of legal frameworks. However, the capacity of governments to combat SECTT seems varied, and there is next to no comprehensive monitoring and evaluation of current efforts making it challenging to assess the existing systems. Thus, although localised support services for children who are vulnerable to, or victims of, CSEC have been strengthened, for example through the growing Childline initiatives, much of the implementation and promotion is still reliant on NGOs and CSOs. There is no dearth in initiatives. To date, the region widely lacks comprehensive data collection or coordination systems and as such law enforcement is weak and implementation efforts often lacking. Thus, in spite of growing efforts, SECTT appears to be increasing. Whether this is in fact the case or it simply is more visible due to better reporting, the reality is that a significant number of children in South Asia are at risk of sexual exploitation that relates in one way or another to the travel and tourism industry.

Recommendations

This report aims to respond to the gaps and trends emerging from a situational analysis on SECTT in South Asia, providing a set of recommendations. Information and data is challenging to access for the South Asian context, partly because not much research has been carried out and partly due to sources often being inaccessible, and secondary sources at times lacking in reliability. The recommendations from this study thus offer a framework to reinvigorate efforts in the region by actors across the spectrum.

These recommendations focus on:

International and Regional Instruments and coordination; Legal Frameworks and Law Enforcement; Understanding and Addressing Current and Emerging Trends; National Plans of Action and Policy Development; and Corporate Social Responsibility and the Engagement of the
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION: SECTT IN SOUTH ASIA

CONTEXT

As the world’s largest industry, representing one in 11 jobs, tourism is today the fastest-growing economic sector in the world.⁵ In 2014 international tourists exceeded 1.1 billion.² In line with the expansion and diversification of the tourism industry, many new destinations have emerged, one of them being South Asia. The region, representing eight countries: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal and Sri Lanka, has diversified as a travel and tourism destination, offering everything from luxury resorts to eco tourism. As of 2014, 17.1 million international tourists visited the region, equating to a market share of 1.5%.¹ Together with North-east Asia, South Asia recorded the strongest growth in the arrival of international tourists, at an impressive 7%.³ Thus, for many countries in the region, tourism represents a major income generator. However, the degree of international tourism varies among countries. While India, Sri Lanka and Maldives represent the basis for the strong regional growth of 7% in international tourist arrivals, Bangladesh has experienced a continued decrease in international tourist arrivals, going from a total of 303,000 in 2010 to 148,000 in 2013.⁶ Further, the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) reports that most tourists visit destinations within their own region.⁷ Travel and Tourism connects people not only internationally, but also regionally and domestically. Apart from travelling for reasons of leisure, people increasingly visit countries for business purposes and study opportunities, including taking up residence outside one’s country of nationality.⁸

Whereas travel and tourism positively impacts the creation of job opportunities and poverty alleviation, it also brings with it some negative side effects. The Sexual Exploitation of Children in Travel and Tourism (SECTT), defined as “the sexual exploitation of children by a person or persons who travel from their home district, home geographical region, or home country in order to have sexual contact with children”,⁹ is one of the negative side effects. SECTT does not mean that a traveller necessarily intends to engage with children as the purpose of his/her travel, but can also be the result of opportunities enabling the traveller to do so. Whilst the travel and tourism industry does not cause child exploitation, it has the potential to aggravate the problem through its infrastructures facilitating SECTT. The relation between the Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children (CSEC) and the travel and tourism industry is thus a highly complex issue. In addition, the socio-economic contexts of many SECTT destinations provide opportunities for the emergence and expansion of exploitative markets. As of March 2015, the report of the 30th meeting of the World Tourism Network on Child Protection stated that the crime has increased

---

² Ibid., 3.
⁵ Ibid., 7.
⁷ Ibid., 12.
and evolved, despite initiatives and actions by actors at national, regional and international levels.\textsuperscript{10} Offenders are becoming more and more adept at co-opting the travel and tourism industry as a means for child exploitation. Rather than becoming understood and combatted, SECTT is gaining in complexity.

South Asia is a region with a variety of social fabrics. The eight countries are all members of the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation, or SAARC for short. The region has experienced rapid social and economic changes, with intensified regional integration and liberalisation of markets that often affect and challenge currently held norms and practices.\textsuperscript{11} The structural changes can act as determinants of CSEC through increased mobility of capital and labour, the expanded trans-border trade both across national and state borders, urbanisation and the challenge of subsistence economies. When combined with the expansion of technology and a lack of sufficient social safety nets, these changes contribute to a favourable environment for CSEC.\textsuperscript{12}

In contrast with these market developments, vast parts of South Asia experience extreme poverty, with a significant proportion of the population often missing out on the benefits of ‘development’. Children end up vulnerable due to ambiguous and often ineffective legislation, a lack of national and regional consensus around definitions, and the failure to collectively target key issues and characteristics of CSEC, and in particular SECTT. Moreover, there appears to be significantly less information and reports on SECTT in South Asia, compared to other regions - which themselves are already underresearched. The region is instead often referred to in relation to the more researched South East Asia (SEA), with case studies from SEA representing the whole region.\textsuperscript{13}

South Asia has been established as an emerging SECTT destination.\textsuperscript{14} Yet, it is difficult to state how many children are victims of CSEC, and there is a clear lack of disaggregation of data on how this relates to travel and tourism. The tourism industry is commonly considered a vast resource and opportunity for development. As such, countries and stakeholders have been hesitant in coming down on the industry too harshly. Legal definitions and preventive efforts mainly address related aspects of CSEC, such as trafficking and child marriage, whilst measures directly referencing travel and tourism appear to be voluntary in their advertisement.\textsuperscript{15} Travel and Tourism in South Asia is expanding, and the industry is predicted to grow at a rate of 6.6% per year. By 2030 international tourist arrivals are expected to reach a total of 36 million.\textsuperscript{16} The region has inadequate measures in place for child protection, and those in place rarely take travel and tourism into consideration when implemented. There is a clear need to better understand the relations between CSEC and the travel and tourism industry in order to approach this issue in both a combative and preventive manner. This study represents a critical step towards this goal.

**OBJECTIVE**

The overall objective of this study is to contribute to the eradication of SECTT, by providing region-specific knowledge guiding and enabling decision-making and further research.

The study also seeks to:

- Provide an updated picture of SECTT for South Asia, particularly emphasising emerging trends and new developments;
- Offer, where possible and available, statistical data and figures on child victims and travelling sex offenders, and highlight gaps in data availability;
- Map and assess current international, regional, national and local responses to SECTT including, but not limited to: legislation, sensitisation campaigns, capacity building and a range of measures and interventions by different stakeholders to address the challenge; and
- Underline a set of recommendations specific to the situation in South Asia and the wider issue of SECTT.

\textsuperscript{11} ECPAT, CSEC in South Asia: Developments, Progress, Challenges and Recommended Strategies.
\textsuperscript{12} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{14} ECPAT, Combating Child Sex Tourism, 7.
JUSTIFICATION
It has been twenty years since the First World Congress against the Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children, held in Stockholm in 1996. International commitments since then have been renewed both through the 2001 Yokohama Global Commitment, and the 2008 Rio Declaration and Call for Action to Prevent and Stop Sexual Exploitation of Children and Adolescents. Yet, in spite of combative measures, SECTT appears to be increasing. Whether this growth is real or simply more visible due to better reporting, the reality is that a significant number of children in South Asia are at risk of sexual exploitation that relates in one way or another to the travel and tourism industry.

There is a severe lack of evidence-based information on the relations between the travel and tourism industry and CSEC in South Asia. Little research has focused on the particular conditions of travel and tourism for CSEC. Furthermore, while some quantitative research exists, it is not sufficient to provide a comprehensive picture. There is a lack of disaggregated data, not only between SECTT and other CSEC offences, but on demographic characteristics of offenders, as well as of children affected by SECTT.

The South Asian nations have signed and ratified the key international instruments pledging to commit to the protection of children, and have further increasingly paid attention to regional and national intermediate and underlying causes of CSEC. However, high levels of inconsistency and ambiguity exist in how definitions and approaches are implemented across the region. In a region where the socio-economic reality is rapidly changing, and SECTT appears to be increasing, it is of essence to critically assess and highlight the current situation and emerging trends.

This regional study will contribute to effective decision-making and future research on SECTT through the provision of evidence-based knowledge. The study is part of the Global Study on the Sexual Exploitation of Children in Travel and Tourism, completed in 2016.

METHODOLOGY
The study takes the form of a desk review of secondary data relevant to South Asia. Through the consultation of articles, reports, policy briefs, legislation, programme evaluations and unpublished reports on SECTT, human trafficking, migration, and other forms of CSEC, the report aims to synthesise available materials for the region. Important resources were the two primary research projects conducted by Sanlaap and Equations in the framework of the Global Study on SECTT. Sanlaap with their report on West Bengal (2015) and Equations with their report on Goa (2016).

LIMITATIONS
While there are often inquiries about statistics and figures for SECTT, it is at this stage difficult and premature to quantify those involved in SECTT, and thus to assess the magnitude of the problem. Given the taboo of the issue, most findings tend to be qualitative. Studies to date are not comprehensive. Ethnographic studies with relatively small sample sizes are often used to generalise wider findings and trends. Whilst this report is based on data and information from a variety of sources, there is a gap in some areas due to non-availability of data. Hence, the researcher has been careful in interpreting the data to not make wide generalisations, in particular with regards to cross-regional statements. The report, while discussing regional trends and developments, also wishes to highlight the heterogeneity of contexts for SECTT in the region. The limitations of existing data on SECTT should be kept in mind when consulting this study.
CHAPTER 2

SECTT: TERMINOLOGY AND LINKAGES

The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child,\(^{17}\) adopted on the 20 November 1989, defines a child as "[...] every human being below the age of eighteen years unless under the law applicable to the child, majority is attained earlier".\(^{18}\) This definition, alongside most of the language and terminology relating to the rights and protection of children shows ambiguity, and has hardly been universally harmonious. Definitions further differ within countries, as different documents and legislation use varying language. In order to effectively address the SECTT, and the sexual exploitation of children more generally, it is of essence to address this inconsistency in terminology and language. For the purpose of this report, this chapter aims to briefly outline the debates on terminology and language with regards to SECTT, and discuss linkages with other aspects of the commercial sexual exploitation of children (CSEC) in order to efficiently address the context of South Asia in the remaining chapters.

**TERMINOLOGY**

While the CRC defines a child as any person less than 18 years, South Asia has shown a lack of uniform definition of age, and how it relates to other acts of the convention. The region specifies different ages at which young people can work, marry, and reach adult status under the law. Furthermore, laws are often gendered. The civil law in Afghanistan mandates the legal age for marriage as 18 years for boys and 16 years for girls. To complicate the matter further, Sharia law, which is operating in the country, goes by the age of puberty.\(^{19}\) Thus, different cultures have various understandings not only of who a child is, but what childhood entails.

However, South Asian countries, as signatories to the CRC, have subscribed to protect all children under the age of 18. As stated in article 19: “State Parties shall take all appropriate legislative, administrative, social, and educational measures to protect the child from all forms of physical or mental violence, injury or abuse, neglect or negligent treatment, maltreatment or exploitation, including sexual abuse, while in the care of parent(s), legal guardian(s) or any other person who has the care of the child”.\(^{20}\) The measures taken by countries to combat SECTT will thus be evaluated in this report based on the CRC definition of a child. Still, it is of relevance to highlight and emphasise the importance of various conceptions of the meaning of ‘child’ and ‘childhood’, not solely in legislation but in the social realities of children in the region, since it can have an effect on the efficiency of implemented measures to combat SECTT and CSEC. It is with this in mind that the report will be cautious while using the term ‘victim’. Children are victims of SECTT, and this term will be used, but the careless use of ‘victim’ in relation to other areas, such as child labour and migration, diminishes the importance of children’s own voices and participation in their own lives.

The CSEC concerns criminal practices that demean, degrade and threaten the physical and psychosocial integrity of children.\(^{21}\) It refers to any sexual abuse by adults of children and young people under the age of 18, and the remuneration in cash or in kind directly to the child or to a third person or persons. CSEC was first highlighted as a global issue at the Stockholm World Congress against Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children in 1996. CSEC can manifest in many ways: including exploitation of children through prostitution, sexual abusive images of children and the trafficking of

\(^{17}\) From here on referred to as the CRC.


\(^{20}\) Art. 19, CRC.

children for sexual purposes. Additionally, the sexual exploitation of children in travel and tourism, and some instances of child marriage, are increasingly considered parts of this global concern.

The focus of this study, SECTT, thus forms a part of CSEC. SECTT is linked to wider socio-economic conditions such as the liberalisation of markets, gender relations and the expanding tourism industry.\(^2\) It is, however, of essence to stress that the travel and tourism industry cannot be blamed for the existence and prevalence of SECTT. However, the industry may facilitate SECTT through perpetrators utilising the tourism infrastructure to access vulnerable children. Moreover, findings by UNICEF show that “traveling sex offenders may exploit children through informal channels, such as by arranging lodging through locals or foreigners who have migrated and rent out houses or rooms, thereby avoiding the formal tourism industry”.\(^3\) The problem of SECTT stretches across various context and sectors, and preventive and combatting measures must consider the roles of a multitude of stakeholders.

As with other terminology, SECTT has generated a level of confusion. Earlier writings favoured child sex tourism (CST), focusing on the offenders as those travelling from one place to another, usually “… from their own country to another usually less developed country to engage in sexual acts with children”.\(^4\) This definition failed to capture the extent of the phenomenon, not fully acknowledging the complexity of SECTT. Firstly, SECTT explicitly acknowledges the exploitative element of ‘child sex tourism’. The shift in terminology also serves to widen the perception and definition of who can be an offender. It includes domestic travellers, as well as those who travel for business or pleasure, and those who move to another country for a brief or extended period of time.

The inclusion of both traveller and tourist widens who can be a perpetrator since ‘tourist’ has a tendency to be perceived as someone who is simply ‘passing through’. While tourism involves changing one’s socio-cultural, or socio-economic, environment for a leisurely purpose, travellers can be those who are on the move, such as persons moving for business, truck- and bus drivers and military personnel.

This further urges a move away from the narrow perception of a ‘stereotypical offender’. The modus operandi of persons who sexually exploit children in the travel and tourism context does not solely involve those who travel for this specific purpose. A distinction is to be made between preferential child sex offenders and situational child sex offenders. Whereas the former travel with the objective of CSEC, the situational child sex offender exploits children when the opportunity happens to present itself. Furthermore, although a proportion of preferential child sex offenders can be diagnosed as paedophiles, this is a specific medical diagnosis.\(^5\)

**LINKAGES BETWEEN SECTT AND OTHER FORMS OF CSEC**

It is difficult to separate one form of CSEC from another, and it is of importance to acknowledge the interplay between various forms, as well as how one form can lead to another. Causal linkages among determinants of SECTT are thus complex, and there are rather a multitude of intertwined linkages.

Sexual exploitation of children in prostitution, while often linked to SECTT through travellers and tourist visiting red light areas, also includes children employed in the transport industry. A report by ECPAT International from 2014 highlights how this form of exploitation in South Asia often occurs in places of transport infrastructure, such as train stations and bus terminals.\(^6\) Furthermore, it involves children who frequent the same locations as travellers, for example roadside dhabas, or service stations.

Another relevant link is between SECTT and child trafficking. Trafficking is a major gateway to CSEC. A large proportion of child trafficking is done with the objective of sexual exploitation, both across national borders and internally, often from rural to urban areas. Whilst trafficking is often carried out by force, there is a high degree of deception involved such as the promise of labour opportunities. When children are trafficked for purposes other than sexual exploitation, such as various forms of child labour, it nonetheless may expose them to situations and contexts in which they become increasingly vulnerable to sexual abuse and exploitation.

---


\(^4\) Subgroup Against the Sexual Exploitation of Children, Semantics or Substance?, 21.


\(^6\) ECPAT, CSEC in South Asia: Developments, Progress, Challenges and Recommended Strategies, 10.
As for its linkage to SECTT, tourist destinations often provide a multitude of economic opportunities, leading to a higher demand for cheap labour. This makes children and adults more vulnerable to trafficking. Additionally, the infrastructure of travel and tourism can be used for trafficking, and traffickers may thus take advantage of the decreasing costs of transportation.

A recently acknowledged trend is the frequency in which persons who sexually abuse children in travel and tourism produce child sexual abuse material. Child sexual abuse material refers to “any representation, by whatever means, of a child engaged in real or simulated explicit sexual activities or any representation of the sexual parts of a child for primarily sexual purposes”, as stated in article 2(c) of the 2000 Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography (OPSC).27 Child abuse images are often referred to as child pornography, however, the Child Exploitation Online Protection Centre (CEOP) has warned against this since the phrase ‘child pornography’ may come to benefit child sexual abusers as it indicates a level of legitimacy and compliance by a child.28

Across South Asia, definitions of child sexual abuse material vary widely, with legislation often referring to immoral depictions, hence emphasising socio-cultural and religious beliefs. ECPAT International stresses the importance of a child-safe definition in which all forms of visual representations, as well as audio-visual recordings depicting children, should be considered. There are hence two aspects of child sexual abuse material, the sexually exploitative act and the materials produced as a record of this act.29 The sexual exploitation of children may thus first occur at the time of production, when a traveller, or tourist, engages in sexual activities with a child. Second, the production of material, whether for private or commercial use, continues this exploitation for as long as the material is attainable. With the expansion of the Internet, a marketplace for this type of CSEC is created which adds the layer of continuous sexual exploitation of children through persons consuming child sexual abuse material. Children are highly vulnerable to sexual exploitation through child sexual abuse material in the context of travel and tourism. Since perpetrators who supply child sexual abuse material look for locations where they can more easily access children, countries with weak social safety nets and insufficient child protection constitute a high-risk environment for children.

Lastly it is of relevance to a discussion on SECTT in South Asia to highlight its link to child marriage. Child marriage is not always a form of CSEC; however, the frequent exchange of money associated with early marriage means that it may both directly and indirectly relate to CSEC. Early marriage can result in high vulnerability of child brides, if divorced or otherwise abandoned. Moreover, child marriage has been associated with SECTT through the notion of temporary marriages. Under the Islamic tradition of Seigha30 a judge can marry a girl off on a temporary basis, the timing and conditions of which is agreed upon in advance. It has been found that a marriage can range anywhere from one hour to 90 years.31 Instances have been noted in which a national from one country has travelled to another to marry a girl, a minor, under this pretense. SECTT is hence highly intertwined with other forms of CSEC. While this chapter has provided a discussion of terminology and linkages relevant to an analysis of SECTT in South Asia, it should by no means be taken as exhaustive or certain. A continued dialogue will facilitate the consensus on terminology that is essential to harmonise regional and national cooperation, allowing more efficient approaches to prevent and combat SECTT.

Temporary Marriage: A Case from India
On the first of August 2007, a 45-year-old sheikh from the UAE approached a broker near Charminar in Hyderabad, India. The broker procured two girls, aged between 13 and 15 for 20,000 rupees (US$450). Then he hired a Qazi (an Islamic judge) to solemnise the marriage. The Qazi, under the pretense of the Islamic provision of Seigha, married the girls off to the sheikh. After the wedding night, the sheikh left and went back to the UAE. – Pipes, Daniel, “Arabian Sex Tourism”, Aina.org, 20 September 2007.

---

30 Also spelled: seegha, sigha, sighes; also known as fegha, mutah, nikah muta, nekah-e-mata etc.
CHAPTER 3
SECTT: THE CURRENT SITUATION IN SOUTH ASIA

The commercial sexual exploitation of children in South Asia is becoming increasingly complex. This is consistent with the increasing mobility of the region’s population, changes in infrastructure and the challenges that rapid socio-economic changes pose to existing norms and ways of life. This chapter will outline the current situation in South Asia (Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka). Some of the key factors affecting the lives of children with regards to SECTT will be discussed, followed by a brief report on the particular situation in each country within the region. Due to the limited amount of material currently available for South Asia, there will only be a marginal discussion for each case study on the development and growth of SECTT.

TRAVEL AND TOURISM IN SOUTH ASIA

The past two decades have displayed an unprecedented growth in international tourism, something that, despite occasional fluctuations, continues to grow at a near uninterrupted growth. In 2014, South Asia welcomed 17.1 million international tourists,32 compared to a total of 12 million in 2010.33 Moreover, the region has a projection for 21 million international visitors in 2020, and a staggering 36 million by 2030.34

The growth of the travel and tourism industry in the region has been supported by several key factors such as rising incomes, reduction in costs of travel and an expanding middle class. Adding to this has been the rise of the Internet, facilitating diversification of promotion and arrangements of travel. It has also made the travel and tourism industry that much more competitive, with prices in aviation costs, hotel packages and commodities dropping, leading to tourism becoming a normalised reality for a larger part of the world’s population than ever before. The diversification of the travel and tourism industry has further expanded the market, travel options now ranging from luxury resorts, to ecotourism and ‘voluntourism’.

South Asia as a region offers a wide range of tourism forms, with countries promoting different niches. However, the region is very diverse and not all countries experience the same level of influx of international tourists. The destinations responsible for the region’s strong results in 2014 are India at 11%, Sri Lanka at 20% and the Maldives at 7%.35 In number of arrivals this translated to a total of 7,703,000 visitors to India, 1,527,000 to Sri Lanka and 1,205,000 to the Maldives.36 On the contrary, the number of international tourists to Bangladesh has decreased from 303,000 in 2010 to a mere 148,000 in 2013.37 Another significant change has been experienced by Bhutan, a country that promotes a sustainable tourism agenda in which the number of tourists per year is strictly regulated at a high daily cost.38 As far as statistics go, Bhutan’s number of international tourist arrivals has increased dramatically, going from 41,000 in 2010 to 116,000 in 2013.39 Between the years of 2011 and 2012 there was a percentual change of 59% in number of arrivals.40 For Bhutan this has translated economically, in receiving US$89 million in 2014 compared to US$35 million in 2010.

33 Ibid.
34 Ibid., 15.
36 Ibid., 9.
37 Ibid.
40 Ibid.
In addition to this, there is a high number of domestic travellers in South Asia, in particular for India. In 2013 the country registered a total of 1,145 million domestic tourists, a 9.6% increase from 2012. In comparison, 16.63 million Indian nationals departed for international destinations in 2013, 11.4% more than in the previous year. With a booming middle class and a rapid increase in disposable incomes, the leisure and recreation tourist sector has continued to grow over the past few years. For some of the region’s countries, domestic travelling vastly exceeds international tourism. Bangladesh, for example, generated a total of 97.8% of its direct travel and tourism GDP (US$ 2.8 billion) from domestic travel spending, compared to a mere 2.2% from foreign visitor spending in 2013.

POVERTY AND INEQUALITY

Whilst tourism seems to be on the rise in several parts of the region, aggressive economic development policies and competitive strategies have created a fragile environment for many of the region’s children. In spite of an annual regional GDP growth of 7.1% in 2014, a large proportion of the population still remains in poverty, and the region faces some of the largest socio-economic differences in the world. Whereas the percentage of people living below the poverty line ($1.25 per day) in South Asia has decreased tremendously, falling from 44.1% in 2002 to 24.5% in 2011, there is still an immense number below the US$2 per day line. Poverty is a continuous challenge in South Asia. With its combined population of nearly 1.7 billion, South Asia hosts about half of the world’s poor. Poverty and lack of livelihood are some of the key factors affecting children’s vulnerability to sexual exploitation.

MOBILITY AND MIGRATION

As countries in the region often replace subsistence economies with tourism and other sectors, South Asia is increasingly urbanising. Smaller cities are growing as big cities are turning into megacities. Additionally, second-tier cities are emerging across the region. This is not solely a regional phenomenon. Save the Children's 2012 study 'City Kids - Urbanization and its consequences for children’s rights to be protected from abuse, neglect, exploitation and violence’ found that over half of the world’s population, including a billion children, currently live in urban areas. This shift from rural to urban significantly affects children’s lives. ECPAT’s 2011 report on Bangladesh showed that migration-based urbanisation rapidly expands both supply of, and demand for, sexually exploited children.

The rural-to-urban migration is no coincidence, but is a result of the larger problem of scarce opportunities. There is, however, a further pattern of relevance, which is the intra-regional and international migration. A 2012 Asian Development Bank (ADB) working paper ‘Worker Migration and Remittances in South Asia’ stated that around 1.5 million migrant workers left South Asia in 2010, with a formal remittance revenue of US$72 billion. Countries in South Asia are becoming increasingly reliant on these remittances; money that is being returned home. Estimates from the Government of Bangladesh in 2011 showed an approximate 3% of its population to be migrant workers. Bangladesh and Indian migrant workers tend to leave for work in the Middle East, in particular the Gulf States. Nepali workers, on the contrary, make use of the lack of visa policy with India, and the majority of workers migrate to India. This uprooting of families to either urbanise or, for one or more family members to migrate for work, creates a high-risk environment for children. Although migrant workers are able to send money back to their families, they leave behind a household without a solid family unit, something that has shown to increase the risk of children to end up in commercial sexual exploitation.

---
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Children in poverty are further more likely to migrate, either with their families, individually, or in a group of other children. The most common reason to migrate stated by children themselves is to search for work and better opportunities.\(^5\) When children migrate with their families it is often due to a desperate need for livelihood options. Albeit staying with the family may provide a safety net, the reality is that children often are forced to work in places such as small roadside eateries, selling trinkets or begging. It is worth acknowledging that whilst boys and girls who migrate alone often are viewed as victims, the reasons for the move are often due to economic, social and political inequalities.\(^6\) Recent findings have shown that child migration for work does not have to be due to a family malfunction, or trafficking through deception of work, but is linked to the lack of viable options available for young people locally.\(^7\) Still, whilst child migration could thus have a developmental layer, allowing for children to access opportunities otherwise not available to them, the current lack of cohesive child protection and safety nets in South Asia put migrating children at severe risk of exploitation. It is of importance to better understand the reasons why children migrate, and their experiences from migration.

**CHILD LABOUR**

As tourism destinations often function as, and are perceived to be, economic magnets, it is common for children to migrate to these locations. Additionally, the flourishing travel and tourism industries increase the demand for child labour. Tourists are often more receptive to children, and are more likely to purchase small artefacts, etc., if sold by a child.\(^8\) Both children and employers are well aware of this. Studies have shown that children in South Asia tend to be employed in the unorganised sector, working as rag pickers, helpers in small hotels and restaurants, shoe-shiners, beach vendors or as beggars.\(^9\) Due to the flexible nature and varied workload of many jobs in the tourism industry, children often begin work at an early age. There is no disaggregated data for the amount of child labour directly tied to the tourist industry, but there have been several qualitative studies. A report by Equations on migrant children in Goa shows in-migration as directly linked to the growth of tourism in the state, with children forming 40% of the migrant population.\(^10\) Moreover, child workers in the tourism sector face a significant risk of being sexually exploited. Children are brought into contact with unknown tourists and other adults due to the nature of their work, through which they often actively approach strangers.\(^11\) Combined with the need to earn a living, and sometimes a lack of family network, these children are highly vulnerable to seduction and coercion into sexual exploitation. As a consequence of this realisation, the commercial sexual exploitation of children in tourism is now included in the International Labour Organization’s (ILO) definition of worst forms of child labour.\(^12\)

---

**Case Study: SECTT and Commercial Traffic**

The truckers complained that they are burdened by erratic and extremely difficult work schedules that leave them little time for rest and recreation. Many times, they are not able to visit their families for several months at a stretch. According to them, their indiscriminate indulgence in sex stems from their frustration and is an indicator of their loneliness. At many roadside hotels where drivers can take rest, sex workers can be accessed. “You can buy anything, provided you can pay for it”, a trucker commented. “You can have sex with boys or women, in the dark rooms, tucked behind many of these brightly illuminated driver-hotels”, he informed. “And there is no dearth of such establishments on the Grand Trunk Road and Indus Highway, the two main arteries running down from Peshawar to Karachi”.
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\(^6\) Ibid.

\(^7\) Ibid.


\(^12\) International Labour Organization (1999), Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, C182, 17 June 1999, C182.
Another avenue for child labour is found within the wider travel and tourism infrastructure. Children are often found working in roadside dhabas, in bus- and train stations, etc. Studies show how this is especially prominent amongst boys in Pakistan who will work with truckers and bus drivers, something that commonly involves sexual exploitation. These travel intersections are often the first places children who migrate encounter, and often stay due to the many work opportunities provided at these locations. At Haji Camp, one of the main bus stations in Peshawar, Pakistan, boys reported that staff from hotels nearby come to the terminal to pick up children for hotel guests; and that this is sometimes done through beatings and coercion. Relatedly, Sanlaap, an Indian NGO, recently reported accounts of children who have been trafficked for sexual exploitation to highway-hotels. Connected to the increased integration of the region, both domestically and across borders, many travellers spend a lot of time on the road, or working/studying away from home. Consequently, the sexual exploitation of children as linked to travel and tourism industries is closely related to demand for child labour, lack of local opportunities for children, and the unregulated labour that child work often entails. The vulnerabilities of child workers are intensified due to the settings in which work occurs, where people are on the move and simply ‘passing through’, as well as through work in which children are required to closely interact with strangers.

GENDER RELATIONS

A lack of recognition of equal rights of women and children can play a key role in creating an environment that encourages sexual exploitation. Inequality is more common in some countries in the region, Maldives and Sri Lanka being slightly better off, and varies immensely between rural and urban contexts. Social norms in South Asia vary widely not only among but also within countries, and within smaller communities in themselves. Yet, gender issues are a prominent challenge for South Asia. Patriarchal systems dominate the region, and gender-based violence is common. Sexual exploitation is at times ignored due to reasons of protecting family honour. Moreover, in many parts of South Asia, marrying off a girl who has been sexually exploited can be near impossible. Reporting of sexual abuse and exploitation hence tends to be low, and the issue is considered extremely taboo. In terms of relations between the genders, girls are commonly raised to be obedient to their fathers and thereafter their husbands. Relating to customs such as dowry payment as well as labour opportunities, son preference is prominent in the region. This increases the vulnerability of girls, as they are less favoured in terms of nutrition, education and other opportunities. As a result, girls and women often remain dependants of others throughout their lives. A Millennium Development Goal Report from 2013 showed South Asia’s female employment to total employment ratio as being among the lowest in the world, the gender difference being near 50%. In relation to SECTT, gender relations have not been sufficiently explored as little data exist, and even less gender-disaggregated data. However, some initial insights can be drawn from qualitative studies conducted. It is more common for girls to carry out domestic duties, whereas boys are freer to move around. A report by Save the Children on child sexual abuse in Pakistan indicated that this particular form of abuse was high amongst girls, in spite of the restricted mobility of girls, potentially due to commonly taking place in homes and other places that girls are allowed to frequent. On the contrary, boys are allowed more freedom, which may also make them more vulnerable to SECTT. Research indicates that girls might face greater threats of abuse in the private sphere, with boys more vulnerable in the public sphere. Similarly, the social pressure often faced by boys of having to be in control and strong, might make them ashamed of admitting to having been abused. This may make boys less likely to report a crime. Lastly, cultures with strong norms against adultery, and those placing a high value on the virginity of women, may enhance the vulnerability of boys to become victims of SECTT as they cannot become pregnant. Although gender relations are commonly
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considered to increase the vulnerability of girls, the effects skewed gender relations can have for boys should not be ignored.

**CHILD MARRIAGE**

Child marriage as a form of CSEC tends to mainly affect girls. In 2012, South Asia accounted for nearly half of all child marriages in the world, the highest prevalence of any region.\(^{67}\) Data by UNICEF for the years 2005-2013 show the percentage of women now 20-24 years old who were married before the age of 15, and those who were married before 18. Afghanistan had a percentage of 15% for brides below 15, and 40% for brides between 15-18.\(^{68}\) Bangladesh reported 29% versus 65%. Bhutan had a lower percentage of 6% vis-à-vis 26%. India, despite much preventive policy on the matter, indicated 18% for below 15, and 47% for 15-18.\(^{69}\) Maldives has no records of brides below 15, and solely 4% for child brides married between 15-18 years.\(^{70}\) Nepal displayed statistics of 10% and 41%, Pakistan 3% versus 21%, and Sri Lanka 2% as compared to 12%.\(^{71}\) Maldives thus has the lowest rate in the region, but there have been reports of child marriages being carried out illegally during travels to Pakistan.\(^{72}\) It is difficult to assess the accuracy of data, due to the often hidden nature of early marriages, but it is nevertheless a highly prevalent issue in the region. Child marriage relates to SECTT primarily as a common gateway into CSEC. There is a high correlation between early marriages and wife abandonment, something that leaves girls highly vulnerable to entering the commercial sex industry. This is due to difficulties remarrying or gaining other employment opportunities. There have also been instances of temporary marriages, where foreigners have travelled to countries in South Asia to marry a girl ‘for the wedding night’, and thereafter return back home. This leaves a child labelled as ‘spoiled’ or ‘ruined’. Early marriage also relates to SECTT in cases when a traveller or tourist marries a child and takes the child with him/her to his/her country, or region, of origin. Sexual exploitation thus continues at the new destination.

**VULNERABLE GROUPS**

Children are more prone to become victims of SECTT if they lack proper protection from a parent or alternative guardian, and further if their community is affected by conflict or natural disasters.\(^{73}\) Whilst poverty is a key part of the root causes for commercial sexual exploitation of children, it is not simply through lack of material resources, but due to social exclusion and discrimination. Within the region there are strong hierarchical social structures, such as caste and religion, which determine the access children may have to resources and welfare provisions.

**INADEQUATE BIRTH REGISTRATION**

One of the main child protection flaws is inadequate birth registration. This not only means that children may have difficulties accessing social public services, but also places children at a higher risk for early marriage and labour exploitation. A lack of birth registration relates directly to migration, with children without adequate birth registration more vulnerable to trafficking for sexual and labour purposes. Statistics for 2005-2013 show a wide disparity in data across the region. Bhutan registers close to 100% of births, followed closely by Sri Lanka (97%) and the Maldives (93%).\(^{74}\) In comparison, Afghanistan (37%), Bangladesh (31%) and Pakistan (34%) have between 60-70% unregistered births.\(^{75}\)

**CHILDREN WITHOUT APPROPRIATE CARE**

There is a direct link between children leaving home and previous sexual abuse at home or in the community. Sexual abuse is severely underreported in South Asia. Abovementioned factors such as poverty, discrimination and migration moreover heighten the risk of children ending up in situations where they are not properly cared for. Children who end up living on the streets are highly vulnerable to sexual exploitation and other forms of violence and crime. Even in the cases where children
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receive care in an institutional setting (such as residential or shelter homes, religious institutions or orphanages) the care is often not appropriate and there are several reported cases of abuse and violence. In South Asia, there are millions of children living without appropriate care, rendering them at risk for SECTT and other forms of CSEC.

**THE IMPACT OF ADVANCES IN INTERNET AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY ON SECTT**

There are several avenues for perpetrators to gain access to vulnerable children in South Asia, such as approaching children in the streets, schools or centres, through family or other intermediaries, hotels and guesthouses and through the entertainment industry and brothels. Yet, the expansion of the use of the Internet across the region has complicated and enhanced the ways in which SECTT can occur. The Internet provides a space for child sex offenders to exchange information (email, chat rooms, websites, social media, blogging) but also to share child sexual abuse material (file sharing, websites, live streaming, the cloud, etc.). Furthermore, it is a direct means of communication in which a perpetrator can contact a child, either directly via chat-rooms, etc., or via an intermediary.

In some parts of South Asia ICT has increased drastically in the past 5-10 years, with many locations in India now enjoying wireless-connections, and both 3G and 4G data connections. In other parts of the region Internet-access has not come as far; however, the prominence of cyber-cafés is evident. Data from 2013 show that there are 70 mobile phones to every 100 people in Afghanistan, and 6 people out of every 100 use the Internet. The numbers are similar in Bangladesh (67 and 7), India (71 and 15), Nepal (71 and 13) and Pakistan (70 and 11), whereas Bhutan (72 and 30) shows slightly higher figures for Internet usage. Maldives has the highest usage in the region with a staggering 181 mobile phones per 100 people vis-a-vis 44 Internet users. Sri Lanka follows with 95 mobile phones per 100 people and 22 people out of a 100 using the Internet. The speed at which ICTs are spreading across the region has been argued to contribute to the profound changes, both cultural and social, that South Asia is undergoing. This can be both positive and negative change, since ICTs can be of major importance when it comes to raising awareness and providing social protection and welfare services.

However, ICTs also facilitate online child abuse, through the spreading and sharing of child abuse images. Further, it facilitates abusive online activities such as webcam child sexual exploitation, where perpetrators can contact, and/or seek out children, to pay them to perform sexual acts in front of the camera; and similarly through live-on-demand web streaming of child sexual abuse which allows multiple perpetrators to view the abuse and further minimises any risk of getting caught. Moreover, perpetrators can access children through direct contact in chat-rooms, etc., where online grooming can take place and perpetrators can solicit a child for sexual purposes. This can often be linked to ICT use such as sexting. There have also been cases where offenders have made contact with children through ICTs prior to sexually abusing them. Similarly, ICTs allow for the expansion of exploitation of children in prostitution in places outside of brothels or street-based prostitution, with intermediaries being able to keep children ‘hidden away’ in houses or apartments, as clients are contacted through ICTs. A well-known religious site in Andhra Pradesh; India receives 20 million visitors a year and is known as a hotspot for commercial sex. Interviews with male children between six and 18 years of age revealed a pattern by which these, mainly Indian, tourists maintained contact with the boys via cell phones and/or e-mail contact at cyber-cafés.

---
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‘WHERE ARE WE NOW’: THE CURRENT UNDERSTANDING OF SECTT IN SOUTH ASIA

After considering the regionally contextual dimensions in which SECTT occurs, this section now aims to directly address the situation of SECTT in South Asia. Although several studies have been conducted with regards to CSEC, and a few have considered SECTT, there are severe limitations to existing data. Most studies are qualitative with small sample-sizes and often contained to one particular field site. When quantitative, the sample-sizes are again small and percentages are often based on these small samples, thus not providing sufficient information for policy recommendations. It is important to acknowledge the difficulty in attaining valid and widespread data on SECTT due to the taboo nature of the issue as well as the multitude of stakeholders with an interest in the tourism and travel industry, sometimes including children. Figures and quotes referred to should be considered with care, since the rapid transformation of SECTT and the lack of new studies means that information may be out-dated. Furthermore, much of the data references areas relating to SECTT, whereas very few studies have been conducted directly focused on the phenomenon. Due to the commonly acknowledged adversity to the issue, claims tend to sometimes be vocalised at early stages without having been verified or peer reviewed, and thus there is an element of reports being ‘alarmist’ and generalising without always having much research as a basis. On the other hand, official data has been critiqued for being overly cautious. Consequently, whilst themes and trends can be spotted and do emerge from the study, the key recommendation lies in the desperate need for comprehensive quantitative and qualitative studies of SECTT in the region.

Afghanistan

There are currently no studies on the SECTT for Afghanistan. The country also does not have much data for its tourism industry. As for travelling sex offenders, Afghanistan has been affected by war for the past decades, which has meant a strong military presence. There have also been contractors frequenting the country, mostly international companies. In relation to this, there have been some reports of sexual exploitation of children by contractors from private security firms. In one case, the contractors allegedly hired Bacha Bazi for the purpose of child sexual abuse. Bacha Bazi, or ‘dancing boys’, are young pre-pubertal boys who traditionally perform dressed as girls. This custom sometimes crosses the line into sexual exploitation, when rich Afghan men keep young boys as possessions. Despite a lack of research or reports on SECTT from Afghanistan, children in the country are highly affected by migration, socio-economic conditions, and cultural practices that make them vulnerable to sexual abuse and exploitation. The 2014 U.S. Trafficking in Persons report highlighted how Afghani women and children were trafficked to nearby Pakistan and India for commercial sexual exploitation.87

Bangladesh

Like Afghanistan, there are no official studies on SECTT in Bangladesh. ECPAT International’s report on CSEC in Bangladesh from 2011 highlighted some unofficial reports of boys being sexually exploited at Cox’s Bazar.88 The popular seaside destination, frequented by domestic tourists, has allegedly seen boys solicit clients in small hotels and restaurants as well as on the beach.89

Contrary to predictions of Bangladesh’s international visitor trend increasing, the number of international tourists has dropped dramatically in the past five years.90 The Bangladesh Parjatan Corporation’s study Bangladesh Tourism Vision forecasted international tourist arrivals in Bangladesh to exceed 500,000 by 2020, and predicted that it may even reach 1 million by that year.91 On the contrary, international tourist arrivals in Bangladesh went from 303,000 in 2010 to 148,000 in 2013.92 A recent article by the Guardian states, “Bangladesh is rarely considered a tourist destination. What people know of it generally comes from news reports: floods, cyclones, political strife, tragedies in garment factories”.93 The long-used tourist board slogan of “Visit Bangladesh before tourists come”94 highlights the expectancy of a soon-to-boom tourism sector; however, as a Bangladeshi national told the Guardian “the tourists, they never came!”.95 On the other hand, the country shows high indicators of domestic travelling and urbanisation, but there have been no studies to assess the impact of this on the commercial sexual exploitation of children.

Bangladesh shares a 4,000km border with India. The border is loosely controlled and trafficking and migration into India is common. Thus, although Bangladesh does
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not have as prominent a travel and tourism sector as India, it is of relevance to consider the risk Bangladeshi children face as a consequence of India’s booming travel and tourism industry. The 2014 U.S. Trafficking in Persons report described Bangladesh as primarily a source country for the trafficking of men, women and children for forced labour.\textsuperscript{96} Children have been transported from Bangladesh to India and Pakistan where they are subjected to commercial sexual exploitation.\textsuperscript{97} In particular, the Rohingya community in Bangladesh appears vulnerable. The report also highlighted that there is a substantial prominence of voluntary migration to the Persian Gulf, Iraq, Iran, Lebanon, Maldives, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, Brunei, Sudan, Mauritius, the United States and Europe.\textsuperscript{98} Many migrants end up in conditions that are indicative of force labour.\textsuperscript{99}

In addition, Bangladesh experience domestic sex trafficking, mainly from rural to urban areas.\textsuperscript{100} A significant number of Bangladeshi children are taken to the cities for forced begging and/or prostitution. A 2012 study estimated 4.9 million children in Bangladesh, aged 5 to 15, to be worker. Many in urban settings and hazardous work that makes them vulnerable to sexual exploitation.\textsuperscript{101} UNICEF’s report “Sexual Abuse and Exploitation of Boys in South Asia” of 2010 showed that it is common for boys to live in train and bus stations and to solicit sex.\textsuperscript{102} The sex-industry in Bangladesh appears to be expanding from traditional brothel-based environments. With a steady growth in the country’s domestic travel industry there is a risk that its sex market will expand.

**Bhutan**

Very little is know about the current, or potential, situation of SECTT in the Royal Government of Bhutan. The country its border to international tourists in 1974, and expansion of the sector has been especially rapid in the past five years, with a 59.9% increase in arrivals between 2011 and 2012.\textsuperscript{103} The country’s approach to travel and tourism is unique in the region. Bhutan promotes a sustainable tourism industry that aims to limit negative impacts on culture and the environment often associated with mass tourism.

There have been some debates in recent years of how Bhutan will cope with the continuous rise in tourist arrivals. In 2013, Bhutan logged a record of 116,000 international tourist arrivals.\textsuperscript{104} A significant number arrived from the United States, with an approximate 7,000 US Americans visiting Bhutan in 2013.\textsuperscript{105} Still, Indian tourists dominate the country’s tourist intake, due to being exempt from the daily tariff applied to other nationalities.\textsuperscript{106} Some articles have been written on the expanding entertainment industry in the country’s capital Thimphu, questioning the influx of ‘western morals’ and how it will impact traditional culture.\textsuperscript{107} There are some references to CSE of young girls in Drayangs (karaoke bars) in Thimphu.\textsuperscript{108} However, no evidence has been provided to show whether these youths are above 18 or not.

Still, Bhutan’s travel and tourism sector is expanding at a rapid pace. The infrastructure for travel and tourism has been extended to meet these demands with, for example, domestic airports opening across the eastern parts of Bhutan to facilitate access to this region.\textsuperscript{109} The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) stated in 2013 an increasing number of human trafficking cases have been reported in the country in recent years.\textsuperscript{110} The National Commission for Women and Children (NCWC) of Bhutan registered the first human trafficking case in 2007.\textsuperscript{111} The 2014 U.S. Trafficking in Persons report showed Bhutan to be a destination country for forced labour and trafficking of men, women and children; and for the country to be a source for trafficked Bhutanese children both domestically and to India, albeit data is limited.\textsuperscript{112} The report mentioned how Bhutanese girls, who end up in the country’s entertainment industry, working in Drayungs, were subjected to trafficking for sexual exploitation and forced labour.\textsuperscript{113} With the expanding travel and tourism industry,
and the emergence of new destinations and attractions due to expanding infrastructure, Bhutanese children may be increasingly vulnerable to sexual exploitation. As with Bangladesh, children are trafficked into India, a country with an extensive travel and tourism industry and a highly prominent sex market.

**India**

With a diversified and expanding travel and tourism industry, India is quickly emerging as a main destination for the sexual exploitation of children. As South East Asia, long-famous destination for child sex offenders, has tightened up on child protection policies, India is lagging behind in tackling issues of commercial sexual exploitation. Sexual exploitation is prevalent at tourist destinations across the country, and although popular tourist destinations like Goa and Kerala have received the most attention, other areas are becoming increasingly prominent. This is largely due to the prevalence of domestic offenders. Much of the media's focus and programming has been on tackling the issue of foreign ‘paedophiles’. The staggering cases of local and regional offenders have not yet received much attention.

Assessing the number of children in prostitution in India is difficult. Existing studies are fairly out-dated, and small in scale. UNICEF and ECPAT International have estimated that around 400,000 to 500,000 children are in forced prostitution across the country. In addition, the 2014 U.S. Trafficking in Persons report status that million of children are in forced prostitution across the country. UNWTO, "World Tourism Highlights 2015", 7.

A report by UNODC found the demand created by the tourism industry to directly or indirectly contribute to a surge in human trafficking rackets for Goa. The majority of those trafficked to Goa originate from other Indian states, but there are also a significant number of children originating from neighbouring countries like Nepal and Bangladesh. In addition, many children migrate to Goa and other tourist destinations as a result of the increased demand for labour. Children end up working mainly in informal, unregulated sectors as beach vendors, tourist guides, hotel boys and beggars. Children also work as carriers on treks, as coolies and assistants, etc. Tourists are considered more receptive to the image of ‘the poor child', making them more likely to empty their pockets in favour of young workers. The exploitative and unregulated conditions of work means that children are immensely vulnerable, and often exposed to sexual abuse and commercial sexual exploitation.

A 2016 report by Equations questions the marketing-image portrayed by the booming tourism sector in India. With its ‘Incredible India’ campaign, the country has seen an upsurge in international tourist arrivals, in 2014 displaying a growth of 11%. The ‘exotication’ of the country, and of Goa in particular, may create a demand for child sex tourism. Kerala, a newly emerging alternative to Goa, is also a prominent destination for SECTT with Alleppy’s famous houseboat market diversifying to include sexual exploitation of children. Kerala’s tourism board promotes the state as ‘a low-key and cheap alternative to Goa’. The facilitation of sexual exploitation of children occurs

---

“Tourist was offered child for sex for Rs 50 on Goa beach”

“PANAJI: Child sex workers are on offer for as little as Rs 50 on Goa’s beaches. Child sex abuse and paedophilia are problems that are rampant in the state, which is promoting tourism indiscriminately. The Goa Government is forever in denial, and has its eyes set only on the money brought in from tourism. The beach belt is notorious for child sex abuse - the young children offering massage services to tourists are easily exploited. Despite the Goa Children’s Act making it mandatory for every citizen to report crimes against children, people often prefer to look the other way, and even when reported, the police often do not take any action”.

- *Times of India, “Tourist was offered child for sex for Rs 50 on Goa beach”, 27 November 2013.*

---
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India’s travel and tourism sector is likely to grow rapidly. The current government has pledged to boost tourism, aiming for the country to be able to compete with South East Asian countries like Thailand and Malaysia; both of which received higher numbers of international tourist arrivals per year than the South Asian giant.\textsuperscript{126} In response, India has extended its limited scheme of visas upon arrival. From a previous total of 12 countries being able to access the scheme, 31 new countries were added to the list in 2015, including the United States, Australia and Japan.\textsuperscript{127} The tourism minister claimed that the new policy was a "dream come true for the entire tourism industry of India and is bound to positively impact the economy [...] the government’s objective is to boost tourism and this scheme’s implementation will send out a clear message that India is serious about making travel to the country easy".\textsuperscript{128} However, whilst these economic considerations are likely accurate, there are costs to the socio-cultural context, as well as the environment, which can increase the vulnerability of children and local communities.\textsuperscript{129}

That sexual exploitation of children in travel and tourism seems to be on the rise in India is further related to the country’s well-established sex industry. Child sex offenders can still access vulnerable children through traditional brothel and street-based settings. Both international and local tourists, as well as migrant workers who come to the state during the peak seasons frequent Goa’s Baina red light area. Children also approach, and are approached by, tourists directly through their work. There have been documented cases of children being ‘groomed’ by travellers, where child sex offenders lure children into exploitative situations by offering them gifts, employment or companionship. This is mainly the case for preferential child sex offenders, whereas situational offenders are more likely to access children through street- or pimp-based prostitution.\textsuperscript{130} Additionally, intermediaries often assist in connecting child sex offenders to children. This has been noted in Goa where taxi drivers and shack owners, as well as other children, whom themselves have been involved in commercial sexual exploitation, act as brokers.\textsuperscript{131} Research has shown that whilst the majority of demand comes from local men and migrant workers, both situational and preferential foreign offenders are prominent in Goa.\textsuperscript{132} The majority of these are male, but there have been cases of foreign women developing sexual relationships with adolescent boys, often after being approached by these boys on the beach.\textsuperscript{133} Male child sex offenders appear to make use of brokers of some sort.\textsuperscript{134} Except Goa, the Indian NGO Sanlaap documented cases of SECTT in West Bengal, mainly by domestic offenders.\textsuperscript{135} Rickshaw drivers and local guesthouse owners act as brokers to provide child sex offenders with children.\textsuperscript{136}

A 2009 study by Equations on the situation of children in Madhya Pradesh revealed a village near Khajuraho as a prominent destination for foreign child sex offenders.\textsuperscript{137} The exploitation is often intermediated by guides who bring foreigners to the village. Guides also keep photos of children in documented albums for tourists to ‘choose from’.\textsuperscript{138} As some foreign child sex offenders prefer to abuse the same child on each visit, it is common for tourists to groom children through providing toys, clothes, money and to provide for children and their families in terms of buying land, building houses and setting up the families with small enterprises such as shops.\textsuperscript{139} There have been cases of foreign female tourists settling permanently or semi-permanently in the nearby areas, exploiting boys allegedly as young as 14.\textsuperscript{140} A disturbing finding of the research is the lack of incentive shown by anyone to confront the happenings in the area, explained as everyone being in one way or another connected to the tourism industry and dependent on it for their livelihood.\textsuperscript{141}
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Moreover, India’s entertainment sector appears to be expanding. UNODC’s 2013 report showed that following the restrictions to brothel-based prostitution in Goa in 2014, during which a number of brothels in the Baina district were destroyed, the sex industry diversified to extend to beauty parlours, spas, clubs and online access.142 Massage parlours are emerging as locations where children are forced to attend to clients.143 It has been noted that these parlours can sometimes only be accessed via a broker, either through taxi drivers or through online communication, something that makes it increasingly difficult for enforcement agencies to investigate.144 The UNODC report highlighted cases of women and children being trafficked to Goa for specific business conferences and commercial events,145 although little evidence exists.

In terms of travellers, Equations has documented the link between religious pilgrimage and sexual exploitation of children in Tirupati (Andhra Pradesh), Puri (Odisha) and Guruvayoor (Kerala).146 CSEC in the name of religion is nothing new in India. The tradition of devadasis means that young girls are provided to temples in the name of God. In reality, these girls end up soliciting sex in the temples to pilgrims and others. However, the findings by Equations show how this has diversified and the selling of sex to be spread across the cities and is consequently more hidden.147 Girls and women are found in brothels/entertainment houses in which they entertain through dance and vocal performances. Thereafter clients can bid on girls.148 Drivers receive a commission for bringing clients to the houses.149 It has been found that truckers who visit the area at times take girls with them for some period of mutually agreed time, often up to a month. During this time girls are sexually exploited by the trucker and sometimes sold to third parties, before they are returned to their villages.150

Lastly, there are reported cases of young girls being put up for temporary marriages. Girls are temporarily married off to visitors, who agree upon a pre-determined time and amount with the parents. A Qazi (Islamic cleric) then performs the marriage ceremony. The practice is legal under Islamic law; however, it has a basis in the perceived need for girls to be married during times of war for safety, etc. Temporary marriages appear to have become a tourist attraction in India. Men, often from the Gulf, visit India to marry a young girl, exploit her, and then return back to their country of origin. In Hyderabad, 15 cases of temporary marriages are estimated to take place each month.151

The 2014 U.S. Trafficking in Persons report showed that significant numbers of female children from Nepal, Afghanistan and Bangladesh were trafficked to India for the purpose of sexual exploitation, the majority of who were between the ages of nine and 14.152 Many children are trafficked from Northern and Western India, contrary to previous patterns of East India and Bangladesh as the main sources for trafficking.153 With India as a source, destination and transit country for the trafficking of children for sexual exploitation,154 the rapid growth and diversification in the travel and tourism sector does not only pose an increased threat to vulnerable children in India, but across the whole region.

Maldives
Currently there are no studies on the sexual exploitation of children in travel and tourism in the Maldives. The country does not have a very diverse tourism industry but specialises in luxury-tourism. Reported cases of commercial sexual exploitation are few, and human trafficking of men, women and children tends to be catered towards forced labour.155 There are some reports of girls being trafficked from Bangladesh, as well as from other parts of Maldives to Male, the capital, for the purpose of sexual exploitation.156 Additionally, the 2014 report “Hidden in Plain Sight” revealed that 18% of boys and 16% of girls in grades eight to 10 had been forced to have sex at some point.157 There have been recent efforts by the Maldives to diversify local tourism, and to allow middle or low-end tourism in the inhabited islands. This may potentially make children more vulnerable to SECTT.158
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Nepal
Tourism and sexual exploitation are on the rise in Nepal. The country's industry has been growing since the end of the Maoist insurgency civil war in 2006. With its tourist board slogan "Naturally Nepal - Once is not enough", the government promotes the country as a diverse and thrilling destination for adventure seekers. In 2007 the tourist board even promoted 'Wild Stag Weekends', which included engagement with female entertainers, something that has since been removed. The 2014 U.S. Trafficking in Persons report listed Nepal as a source, transit and destination country with high levels of trafficking for the purpose of sexual exploitation, particularly supplying the entertainment industry and massage parlours. Many men, women and children are trafficked to neighbouring India, as well as the Middle East, Malaysia, China, Hong Kong and Sweden for sexual purposes. In addition to this there is a significant level of domestic trafficking. The extent of travellers and tourists arriving in Nepal for the purpose of sexual exploitation has not been estimated.

During the civil war Nepal's trekking and Himalayan adventure tourism industry nearly collapsed. Nepal has seen rapid growth in the travel and tourism industry since 2006. Whilst the receipts from international tourist arrivals continue to reflect this growth, with US$ 477 million recorded in 2014, it also appears that the tourist boom is bringing with it problems of sexual exploitation, especially following tighter regulations in previous sex-tourist prone locations in South East Asia.

Nepal has been compared to countries in South East Asia: "ten years ago the sex industry was underground in Nepal. Now it’s like Bangkok, it’s like Phnom Penh".

Similar to the situation in India, the sex industry is diversifying. With South East Asia destinations cracking down on child sex offenders, Nepal is growing as a destination and the market appears to be adapting to meet the demand. The entertainment industry has boomed, with around 200 massage parlours and 35 ‘dance bars’ recorded in 2008 in the Thamel district in Kathmandu alone. Terre des Homme's study "Trafficking and Exploitation in the Entertainment and Sex Industries in Nepal" from 2010 showed that the industry extends to further include cabin and dohori restaurants (a form of brothels). Most of the women and girls working are from outside Kathmandu, and often come from minority communities.

Case Study: Nepal’s growing entertainment industry
Internal trafficking in Nepal is on the rise, to feed the demand of the increasing entertainment sector. Terre des Hommes estimates from 2010 showed that there were around 11,000 to 13,000 girls and women in the entertainment business in Kathmandu alone. "I was 13 when I arrived in Kathmandu to join a job at a hotel but I was taken to a massage parlour. I had never seen such a place before. I was shocked and I cried a lot in the beginning as I was very scared and then the other girls consoled me saying that it wasn’t dangerous as they had been through the same thing and they got used to it."
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The growing industry is not only affecting girls. A 2008 study by CWIN Nepal reported that boys, albeit fewer, are vulnerable to sexual exploitation.170 Street children are shown to be among the most vulnerable, many having migrated from outside of Kathmandu to the capital.171 Children end up working in mostly informal and unregulated markets as vendors, rickshaw pullers, tourist guides and performers in the entertainment industry.

When assessing the vulnerability of children in Nepal, the volatile environment is of huge significance. The 10-year civil war, ending in 2006, led to an increase in commercial sexual exploitation of children through displacement, forced migration, disruption of family units, etc.172 During, and closely after, the conflict there were a significant number of reports of sexual exploitation of children in urban centres. Cases were also reported near military bases in the rural areas, both through coercion and due to lack of alternative livelihood options.173 Although the political situation in Nepal has gradually stabilised, the recent earthquakes shaking the country have lead to children facing similar vulnerabilities. UNICEF reported that three months after the 25 April 2015 earthquake hundreds of thousands of children were in desperate need of food, shelter and protection.174 There are reports of trafficking of children into India having increased in the past few months, with traffickers exploiting the post-quake fragility.

Although research shows that child sex offenders come from across the globe, Indian tourists especially appear to actively seek out children, both boys and girls in Nepal.175 There are also reports stating that the majority of clients are Nepali.176 However, these reports were mostly conducted prior to, or recently after, the end of the civil war. With much of the data available on children in relation to travel and tourism being from prior to, or recently after the end of the Maoist insurgency, it is difficult to know how the situation may have changed since then.

There are some prominent cases with regards to the sexual exploitation of children by foreign tourists. There have been attempts by Western visitors to access children through institutional frameworks, establishing ‘orphanages’ and ‘children’s homes’.177 The tourists are in these cases preferential child sex offenders, who carry out careful grooming processes as part of the exploitation. Yet, more commonly there appears to be a significant amount of sexual abuse and exploitation of children in institutionalised settings by Nepali nationals.178 Additionally, there have been reports of ‘voluntourism’, when people travel to volunteer for ‘a good cause’, creating a ‘demand’ for orphanages and vulnerable children leading to children being trafficked.179

---

**Case Study: Grooming through charitable work**

In January 2015, a Canadian tourist was arrested in Nepal after being accused of having lured a nine-year-old boy to his room in a guesthouse in a Kathmandu suburb. The man, 71, had arrived in Nepal in August 2014 on a tourist visa. During his time there he frequently visited a children’s shelter where the boy lived. After repeated visits, gaining the boy’s trust he managed to lure the boy with him to his hotel room where he allegedly threatened him. Prior to this visit, it appears that the man had 17 child sex offence convictions back in Canada, all of which were squashed following a ruling by the Supreme Court that the case had taken too long to go to trial.
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Pakistan
No research has been made on SECTT in Pakistan. However, cases of sexual exploitation of children by travellers have been noted. One instance was the exploitation of boys at mazaars (holy shrines), by local tourists and pilgrims. The famous shrine Baba Shah Jamal in Lahore is visited by devotees from around the country, and is a well-known area for young sex workers. The Heera Mandi (diamond market) red light area is located near the shrine, and girls as young as 14-16 often work in the commercial sex industry. Pakistan is a source, transit and destination country for the trafficking of children for sexual purposes, with children as young as five years old being bought and sold through highly organised circles.

Moreover, gender roles play a key part in the ways children are sexually exploited in Pakistan. Reports have shown that girls are more likely to be sexually abused in the private sphere, with boys more vulnerable in the public sphere. This is evident through boys being sexually exploited in bus terminals, reported by several NGOs. Boys who run away, live on the streets and/or migrate to the cities, often end up staying in the terminals since there are a lot of job opportunities there. Additionally, boys often work with the bus drivers or as helpers to truckers, and this often entails sexual exploitation.

Case Studies: Pakistan’s ‘bus boys’
"I come from a village near Lahore. Our family consists of 12 persons. My father is dead and we are living from hand to mouth. I am the eldest of my siblings. I am working at Lorry Adda in Lahore with a bus driver. I clear the bus and do other errands for my driver. I was reluctant to have sex with him but he told me that I must if I am interested in learning to drive. I gave in and now he has sex with me almost every day. He gives me food and money and is also training me to become a driver. I live with him near the bus stand. I visit my family once a month and give them my savings". - Abdullah, 16, Lahore

"Driving a truck over long distances is a tough job. Sometimes, we drive for 16 to 20 hours without a break. We are away from our homes for long periods. We get tired and frustrated. We are also human being and need some rest and relaxation. We keep young boys to serve us. It is all a matter of give and take".
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Sri Lanka

Sri Lanka became internationally renowned in the 1980s for the high presence of SECTT. In 1994, the country’s beach resorts were described by the United Kingdom based newspaper The Independent as “hunting-grounds for European child abusers and pornographic video makers”. However, in spite of programmes to combat SECTT (discussed further in chapter 5), SECTT in Sri Lanka still appears to be prominent.

In 2011, the National Child Protection Authority (NCPA) warned of an increase in the sexual exploitation of children connected to the rapid growth in the tourism sector. Since the end of the 25-year-long civil war with the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE), the country’s tourism industry has continued to expand, reaching, and exceeding, its goal for 2014 of welcoming 1.5 million arrivals. Sri Lanka has set a target of 2.5 million arrivals by 2016. With the country now at peace, the economic growth of the island nation is heavily tourism-driven; however, there has been less growth in child protection and rural poverty continues to increase.

The 2010 study by UNICEF on Sexual Exploitation of Boys in South Asia, indicated that SECTT was more prominent amongst boys than girls in Sri Lanka. Moreover, sexual exploitation of boys in Sri Lanka is more linked to the foreign tourist industry, as compared to other countries in the region where local offenders are more common. Boys are an average age of 14 at the time of their first sexual abuse. Offenders tend to be male, and often relatives, peers or family friends. For boys who live near tourist destinations, foreign child sex offenders seem to be the first perpetrators. Several studies have shown that boys are rarely forcefully coerced into sexual contact; instead a high level of “consent” has been noted. Data shows that about 20% of boys enter the sex industry due to economic reasons, whereas over one-third enters due to peer-influence or the social environment. There are cases where young boys are "sold" by their families to older boys, or cases when parents encourage their children to enter the sex industry, although this appears more prevalent with girls. There are cases noted of boys entering sexual interactions with foreign tourists without remuneration, but instead as a basis for companionship or friendship. There are some indications of female offenders with ‘beach boys’, meaning that a foreign tourist takes on a “temporary boyfriend” during her holiday.
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Sexual exploitation takes place mainly in guesthouses and hotels as well as in houses rented by foreigners for long-term stay. Contact is made through approaching a child or being approached by a child on the beach, or through intermediaries such as rickshaw drivers, hotel personnel and tourist guides. Moreover, networks of other boys or relatives of a child sometimes act as brokers. Many sex offenders return and visit the same child, at times supporting a child by paying for house-construction or education. There appears to be a high prevalence of grooming, where foreign tourists entice children with clothes, money, food and promises of support for their parents and future travels. Some qualitative cases showed that child sexual abuse material has been produced in the Sri Lankan sex market but recent studies would be useful.

The 2014 U.S. Trafficking in Persons report identified Sri Lanka mainly as a source for the trafficking of children for sexual exploitation. Within the country, there are thousands of children trafficked from rural to urban areas to supply the demand for children by tourists. There have been several academic studies on issues of child exploitation in Sri Lanka. Yet, whilst Sri Lanka began researching CSEC in the 1980s, much earlier than other countries in the region, there is not much new research emerging post-2010. There is no reliable quantitative data, and the qualitative studies that do exist are lacking.
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CHAPTER 4

‘WHERE ARE WE HEADING?’
EMERGING TRENDS IN SOUTH ASIA

This chapter focuses on key current and emerging trends in SECTT for the South Asian context. The chapter does not delve deeper into child protection measures taken by South Asian countries, but this is dealt with in the following chapter. While there is a lack of research and data, some trends can be discerned from the available information.

DOMESTIC AND INTRAREGIONAL TRAVEL AND TOURISM

The rapid socio-economic changes that the region is experiencing have resulted in an upsurge of disposable income, and the large South Asian middle-class has become increasingly mobile. Each of South Asia’s countries, apart from the Maldives, demonstrates a significant domestic tourism market. Some countries, such as Bangladesh, have no real international tourism sector to account for but generate 97% of tourism receipts from domestic travellers. Some countries, such as Bangladesh, have no real international tourism sector to account for but generate 97% of tourism receipts from domestic travellers. With local men identified as the largest proportion of customers in the cases reported, research into this is vital. As for Pakistan, SECTT relates more to travellers rather than tourists, or to pilgrims and local tourists who move around domestically. Similarly, the Indian NGO Sanlaap recently highlighted a link between the trafficking of children for sexual purposes and roadside hotels where truckers and travellers stop-off. The mobility of South Asia’s population in terms of infrastructure needs to be addressed, and the prevalence of sexual exploitation of children that relates to bus- and train stations stands out. Moreover, existing evidence indicates that domestic travellers are more likely to frequent brothel-areas and child prostitution establishment; thus, as a significant number of girls trafficked within and among South Asian countries end up in these establishments, an assessment of domestic tourism is needed.

Similarly, most tourism is intra-regional. More than half of the international tourists to Bhutan in 2014 were from the Asia and Pacific region. Sri Lanka Tourism registered a 28% growth in Indian arrivals at the end of July 2015. As visa requirements are waived between many of the region’s countries, people can move around relatively freely. Further, red light areas seem to be common in border towns. The Indian-Bhutanese border town Phuentsholing has recorded cases of Indian tourists ‘flocking’ to the town, which is growing increasingly famous for its massage parlours. Moreover, a staggering number of South Asians migrate for work. Rural to urban mobility is high, with the majority of migrants looking for work opportunities in the urban centres. A pattern of relevance is intra-regional and international migration. Six million migrant workers left India in the years 2000 to 2010, at a growth rate of around 16% annually, the top destinations being UAE, Oman, Qatar and Kuwait. In 2010, 1.5 million Nepali nationals were estimated to be working in India. As India and Nepal have no visa policy, these workers do not officially count as ‘migrant workers’. Sri Lankan nationals frequently migrate to the Gulf.
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sexual exploitation of children in South Asia, frequent offenders are migrant workers.219 Further, as discussed above, there is a high prominence of sexual exploitation of children by truckers.220 There appears to be a relation between men migrating away from home for long periods of time and the commercial sexual exploitation of children. To that extent, SECTT involving migrant workers would be relevant to explore, not only for the vulnerability of many migrating workers who may themselves be children, but for the vulnerability of children at destinations and infrastructural crossings. Further, there are no studies on the CSEC by South Asian travellers or migrant workers outside the region.

NEW DESTINATIONS, LITTLE KNOWLEDGE

International tourist arrivals are not spread equally across the region. Countries such as Afghanistan, Bangladesh and Pakistan are not prone to much international tourism, although Bangladesh and Pakistan receive Indian travellers. Both Bangladesh and Pakistan are also experiencing increases in domestic travel and tourism. Bhutan’s travel and tourism sector is rapidly expanding, and there are large investments going into developing this sector.221 The most popular gateway to enter Bhutan in 2014 was Bangkok, from where 43.7% of tourists entered the country.222 As the country is extending its infrastructure to reach new areas, and cope with the increasing demand from international arrivals, there are concerns as to how the small country will be able to maintain the current high-end sustainable tourism.223 The country is currently conducting research into violence against children through UNICEF, but as of now there is not much information and thus a lack of properly targeted child protection systems. As the 2014 U.S. Trafficking in Persons report224 emphasised: Bhutan will be facing new challenges of organised crimes as the country opens up to travel and tourism. Vulnerable children across the country may experience more risks. Similarly, Nepal is emerging as a ‘new South East Asia’.225 There are indications that the sex industry is becoming a tourist attraction with several reported case of SECTT and sexual exploitation in the growing entertainment industry. International law enforcement agencies warn against the displacement effect, in which child sex offenders change locations as a response to the heightened risk of detection.226 As countries such as Sri Lanka and the South East Asian region tighten child protection structures, children in Nepal may thus become increasingly vulnerable.

Lastly, several new destinations in India are emerging as travellers aim to move ‘beyond the beaten path’. The upsurge of tourism in Kerala as ‘the new Goa’ is one of these trends and cases have emerged of a blossoming child sex tourism industry in Alleppey, famous for its houseboat adventures. Moreover, India’s booming travel and tourism sector poses a threat for neighbouring countries like Bangladesh and Nepal, due to the demand of children for sexual exploitation and the tendency of children to migrate for labour opportunities stretches across borders. A significant number of children may thus be vulnerable to SECTT indirectly through India.

There is virtually no recent and comprehensive data on SECTT from the region. As travel and tourism continues to grow, combined with the spill-over effect into neighbouring countries, it is important that the region tries to ensure its research and child protection policies develop at the speed of its travel and tourism sector.

THE EVOLVING SEX INDUSTRY

Whilst conventional street and brothel work still exists, there are several new contexts for CSEC. One is based in the location where the selling of sex occurs. Rather than in designated red light areas, the sex trade is shifting to hotel rooms, guesthouses and rented flats in suburban areas as well as to hotels along motorways.227 This further calls for an increased need for intermediaries in order to connect child sex offenders and children, but also through the expansion of ICT use. This severely complicates law enforcement measures. Second, informal or brothel-based child prostitution is evolving to become a complex interplay of entertainment and the sex trade. In addition to professional sex workers, exploitation of children through prostitution now occurs in massage parlours and dance establishments where masseuses, waitresses and entertainers form a
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significant part of the expanding child sexual exploitation business. Forming part of a ‘veil of legitimacy’, the entertainment industry can encourage children, mostly young girls, to enter the trade gradually. Girls working in these establishments are often required to allow clients to harass them in order to keep their jobs. The entertainment industry caters to demands of tourists, as well as the perception of a ‘modern lifestyle’. To this extent, cafés and bars, clubs and cabin restaurants are promoting a package of music, alcohol, etc. that portrays a certain way of life where anything is possible. The diversified locations and entry points mean that law enforcement becomes more problematic; however, working in these kind of establishments can often be safer than street-based sex work.

The promotions of tourism packages in the region sometimes cater to its exoticisation. The ‘Incredible India’ campaign promotes India as offering “a different aspect of her personality - exotic, extravagant, elegant, eclectic - to each traveller to the country”. Moreover, promoting the idea of tourists helping a poor country develop may add to the notion of entitlement by travellers. In 2015 the Nepali Embassy launched a campaign in Thailand, Singapore and Lao PDR to promote tourism in Nepal with the slogan: “Nepal is Safe: Visit, Enjoy and Help Nepal.”

CHARACTERISTICS OF PERPETRATORS IN SECTT

There is still a common misconception in the region that child sex offenders in travel and tourism are male, middle-aged and Western. As discussed above, a great proportion of offenders are from South Asia. Child sex offenders are not a homogenous group but have different motivations, patterns and approaches of offending. Although offenders are often grouped into situational and preferential offenders, the various patterns of offending differ to such an extent that it may be of relevance to consider offenders to be on a ‘scale’, or rather; not to group offenders too carelessly. The region has a large influx of preferential offenders, in particular to Sri Lanka, Goa and Nepal. As preferential offenders travel with the purpose of offending, their patterns are linked to grooming and are more likely to be involved in ICT-related aspects of the emerging environment in which SECTT takes place. At the same time, situational child sex offenders are said to be those who travel without the intention of sexually exploiting children, but who act opportunistically. However, as there are patterns of perpetrators staying in locations for longer times, as backpackers, foreign students, residents and volunteers; the situational child sex offender suddenly has ‘opportunities to act opportunistically’ on a frequent basis. Simplifying profiles might lead to assumed patterns, and a lot of situational offenders may be overlooked whilst repeatedly exploiting children. There are problems with any generalised offender typology, but the creation of categories is essential to directly tackle different patterns that child sex offenders display.

**CEOP Typologies for Travelling Sex Offenders**

1) Opportunity instigation - Child sex offenders who take advantage of the holiday setting to sexually exploit/abuse children.
2) Self-contained abuse - Travelling abroad together with one’s intended victim.
3) Speculative exploring - Travelling abroad to a location that is known to have children available for sex.
4) Informed networking - Pre-arranging to sexually exploit children.
5) Resident foreigner abuse - A foreign current-resident who sexually abuses children.
6) Pseudo-care work - Offenders who are professionals and/or volunteers and abuse children through their work.
7) Internet-facilitated offending overseas - Abusing children in other countries via the Internet.

Additionally, reports state that female predators are active in South Asia. In Sri Lanka in particular, female child sex offenders have been known to take on ‘boyfriends’ during their holiday stays. Studies show that female offenders often meet children through interacting with them at tourist locations, such as the beach or resorts. Research by Equations in 2009 found that female child sex offenders were travelling to Madhya Pradesh for long periods of time to sexually exploit boys. There is much discussion on who the ‘majority offender’ is, and although male predators dominate it is important to acknowledge that data is often not disaggregated between SECTT and other CSEC. Thus, while there may be more male offenders reported overall, it does not mean that the percentage of female offenders in SECTT per se is not of relevance.

BOYS AND SECTT

Similarly, there is rarely one profile for a child victim of SECTT, although the majority come from socio-economically disadvantaged backgrounds. Studies show that boys often tend to be involved in street-based prostitution, being solicited in public places such as beaches, public parks and entertainment districts. Moreover, boys are highly vulnerable in places of infrastructural crossings, such as bus and train stations, where they are more likely to make contact with travelling child sex offenders. Data shows that girls may face greater threats in the private sphere, with the risk for boys being elevated in the public sphere. It appears to relate to gender relations; with boys achieving greater freedoms and thus more likely to frequent public places as well as be employed in settings where they come into contact with strangers. In particular for cases of SECTT, this increases the vulnerability of boys, as boys may frequent locations that attract travellers and tourists whereas girls are less likely to move around unsupervised. It is worth noting that gender relations are changing in South Asia, and girls are gaining more freedom to move around, as well as being less of a taboo for girls to work. As girls gain more freedom and independence, it may also make them more vulnerable to sexual exploitation in the public sphere.

Boys appear to be less engaged in establishment-based commercial sex and are more likely to be involved in street-based and the unregulated sex trade. It appears that boys are more sought out by foreign predators, and girls are more likely to be victims of local offenders, at least in the tourist industry. The vulnerability of boys is linked to the idea of the preferential child sex offender, and has become a commonly portrayed view of perpetrators in Sri Lanka. Disturbingly, data shows how some parents approve, or even encourage, their sons to enter the commercial sex trade in relation to the travel and tourism industry; accepting gifts and support from foreign tourists.

Evidence-based information is lacking on the sexual exploitation of boys in travel and tourism, much of the ethnographic studies being more than five years old. The majority of studies focus on the trafficking of women and girls. Yet, information on the vulnerability of girls in SECTT is also lacking. Studies to date concentrate on the recruitment and transportation of children in trafficking, but there is a lack of research on the exploitative environments where they end up. Research shows that girls are more likely to end up in the formalised sex- and entertainment industries, the latter mostly frequented by local travellers and tourists. Thus, with the recruitment and transportation research focus being mainly on girls, and the exploitation at tourism destinations stressing the vulnerability of boys, there are data gaps for both genders. As focus lies on foreign offenders in much of the policy and data, girls may end up overlooked in combatting strategies, the same way that social child protection for boys may increase their vulnerability to end up in situations where they encounter and experience grooming by foreign, and domestic, child sex offenders.

‘VOLUNTOURISM’ AND ORPHANAGE TOURISM

‘Voluntourism’ is a rapidly expanding industry, and is, as of 2014, worth around $2.6 billion. The concept of short-term volunteering, often as part of leisurely travel holidays or study abroad programmes, is one of the newly emerging sectors in the tourism market. The sector is diverse, with people ‘helping out’ through anything from a three month volunteer project, to adding a week onto a business or holiday trip or even spontaneously helping out for a day at a tourist...
The sector is common and fast growing in South Asia. Volunteering opportunities range from biodiversity projects, to teaching English and helping out in orphanages or children’s shelters. VolNepal offers ‘drop-in opportunities’, where volunteers can pop in to help with taking pictures, proposal writing and creative therapeutic activities with children. Volunteering India advertises ‘mini-break programs’ where volunteers can come to India to do a two-week programme including weekend excursions to locations such as the Taj Mahal. At a cost of $690, volunteers can sign up to “work in the street kids shelter homes in Delhi. Volunteers can bring smiles on the faces of these disadvantaged street children by helping to create an environment conducive for their holistic development in order to enable them to become a part of mainstream society […] program consists of taking informal education classes with the children, playing games […] and introducing them to different new activities”. The application process is simple: fill in an online form and go straight to the payment gate.

A background check is rarely done in these situations, and volunteers often do not even go through the basic vetting of having their curricula vitae or references checked. As opportunities often involve work with children, there is a risk to attract child sex offenders. The CEOP found that one in five offender management cases from 2011 were associated with roles involving access to children. Most common were occupations or voluntary roles in schools. A report by Terre des Hommes and UNICEF in 2008 found that many child-care institutions lacked sufficient resources to ensure the permanent supervision by qualified staff.

Children in institutionalised settings are thus highly vulnerable. Save the Children’s study on city kids from 2012 cited poverty as the main reason why families place their children in shelters or orphanages. Children are promised an education and families are able to reduce the costs at home. The study showed that 80% of 20,000 children in institutions in Sri Lanka in 2006 had one or both of their parents still alive. Similarly, the US Nepal 2014 Human Rights Report indicated two of three children in registered homes in Nepal were not orphans. As ‘voluntourism’ grows, there is a risk of an added demand for ‘orphans’ and vulnerable children. With personnel being able to charge volunteers substantial amounts for their good deeds, the sector is becoming increasingly profitable. To this extent orphanages are not always run in the interest of the children but in order to generate profits. In Nepal, 80% of orphanages are within the three largest tourist cities, and orphanages are opened without a need for licences or monitoring.

The negative effect of ‘voluntourism’ may thus, at times, exceed the charitable aim. Not only can a lack of
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**Case Study: ‘Voluntourism and the demand for orphans?’**

In May 2014, over 500 children were found on trains arriving in Kerala from West Bengal, India. The children, most of who were below the age of 12, were on their way to Mukkam Muslim Orphanage in Kozhikode and Vettathur Anvarul Orphanage in Malappuram. Child rights activists said most of the children did not have mandatory documents such as admission papers and birth certificates, needed to support the claim that they were being brought to the orphanages for better education and care. The orphanages were accused of taking children to Kerala in order to get huge grants from donor agencies. The case is, as of September 2015, not resolved, and the eight persons arrested have been released on bail.

– The Hindu, “CBI starts probe into ‘child trafficking’ case”, 2 August 2015.
veting of volunteers facilitate the sexual exploitation of children by travellers and tourists, but also the demand for vulnerable children by the sector has shown to lead to cases of trafficking of children for ‘voluntourism purposes’. Traffickers can exploit the need for parents to send their children away for education opportunities.

‘Voluntourism’ does not necessarily have to be a negative thing, but the interests of people at the destination need to be indentified. The ‘voluntourism’ trend is not affecting the region equally. Bhutan, for example, tends to have long-term volunteers who are mainly technical experts in various areas. Furthermore, orphanages are not common in Bhutan. Religious institutions take in children without appropriate care. UNICEF recently supported a project making the child care in monasteries linked to national child protection laws and policies, since religious institutions in Bhutan otherwise operate outside the system.

**ICT-RELATED TRENDS AND SECTT**

As child sex offenders are increasingly making use of the Internet and other forms of ICT to exchange information, share materials and communicate with children and intermediaries, the means used for sexual abuse are becoming increasingly complex. According to the latest report by the UN Special Rapporteur, “child victims of online sexual exploitation are younger and younger, and the images are more and more horrific.” Children across the globe are reported to use the Internet in very similar manners, accessing it for schoolwork and social networking sites. Although there is no child that is exempt from risk, there are certain groups that are more vulnerable than others. Children in poverty who have access to the Internet appear to be the most vulnerable to forms of online solicitation due to the economic pressure they are facing. As South Asia experiences advancements in Internet services, with a booming number of cyber-cafés and widespread usages of mobile phones, a significant number of children are at risk of online sexual exploitation.

There is little direct evidence on the effect of ICT on children’s safety in South Asia, especially with regards to travel and tourism. Studies have been carried out to see whether children themselves access pornographic materials online, and whether this may impact their safety and health. As children access pornographic materials and sex-focused chat rooms from Internet cafés, they are at risk of sexual exploitation by online predators. There have been reports of webcam child sexual exploitation, as child sex offenders connect with children online, directly or through intermediaries, for children to perform sexual acts in front of the webcam. Moreover, live-on-demand web streaming of child sexual exploitation appears to become more frequent. It is a highly profitable industry as multiple users with minimal risk of legal repercussions can view the abuse. With the diversification of the sex industry in India, there are cases reported where children are kept in hotels or suburban houses, and communication is handled online via an intermediary to arrange for the abuse.

In South Asia there are some indications that online grooming is on the rise. Grooming has been shown to be an effective method, offline, by preferential child sex offenders in the travel and tourism market in South Asia, when predators often return to the same child over a period of time to gain their trust through gifts and support. Online, the phenomena is spreading, and research has shown that grooming patterns are emerging where predators keep online connections with several children at the same time, sometime as many as 200, nurturing youth at different stages of the grooming process. The purpose is to initially gain a child’s trust through chats and visual communication, but
trends show that it rapidly escalates into intimidation and threatening situations. As children share material of themselves, the abuse continues indefinitely through as the child abuse images are difficult or impossible to erase from the Internet.

There is a lack of data on how ICTs usage relates to the travel and tourism industry, but there are a few scenarios. Firstly, child sex offenders can share information, as well as cooperate to produce and disseminate child abuse images. Moreover, SECTT can occur through the predator grooming a child prior to arriving at the tourist destination, the ultimate aim of the grooming process often being to meet up in person. Research has shown that even when children are aware that one should not meet-up with or diverge information to ‘strangers’, children sometimes distinguish between ‘strangers’ and ‘virtual friends’. There are also some documented cases where offenders take photos of/film abuse at a tourist destination. The material is thereafter shared on websites or over The Cloud.

As online access and mobile usage is spreading across South Asia, even to more remote areas, research and awareness are essential in order to heighten child protection. Similarly to the aforementioned emerging trends, the main focus should be to gather quantitative and qualitative data in order to get a better understanding of various patterns of sexual exploitation to which children are vulnerable. This will help identify and implement projects and legislation to combat SECTT.
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CHAPTER 5
INTERNATIONAL, REGIONAL, NATIONAL AND LOCAL RESPONSES TO SECTT

As evident from the previous chapters, SECTT is a complex problem and any measures to prevent and combat the phenomenon require input from a multitude of stakeholders. Twenty years after the First World Congress on Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children, which highlighted issues of travel and tourism in particular, SECTT has not been sufficiently incorporated into legislation by South Asian countries on a regional, national nor local level. Neither has the travel and tourism industry seriously acknowledged SECTT as a pressing child rights issue. Still, at all levels, a range of stakeholders have worked on issues of sexual exploitation and abuse of children, and recently, the region has been especially focused on violence against children. Much of this work is relevant to issues of SECTT. This chapter will aim to outline the more recent responses that have been devised by various stakeholders with regards to SECTT to address key areas of national planning, coordination and cooperation, protection, prevention, prosecution and child participation. Whilst steps are being taken across the region to strengthen child protection, a significant number of children in South Asia are still highly vulnerable to SECTT.

REGIONAL ACTIONS TO COMBAT SECTT

Governments in the region have recognised the importance of regional coordination and collaboration. All countries are members of the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC), created when its charter was adopted by Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal and Sri Lanka in 1985. Afghanistan joined SAARC in 2007. The SAARC countries adopted the Convention on Preventing and Combating Trafficking in Women and Children in 2002 as the first regional treaty to specifically address trafficking, defining trafficking as “the moving, selling or buying of women and children for prostitution within and outside a country for monetary or other considerations with or without the consent of the person subjected to trafficking.” The convention further defines ‘persons subjected to trafficking’ as “women and children victimised or forced into prostitution by the traffickers by deception, threat, coercion, kidnapping, sale, fraudulent marriage, child marriage, or any other unlawful means”. Additionally, the SAARC countries have ratified the Convention on Regional Agreements for the Promotion of Child Welfare in South Asia, also enacted in 2002. Whilst none of these conventions explicitly address SECTT, they emphasise the importance of protecting vulnerable children and victims of sexual exploitation.

To more comprehensively address regional issues of violence, the South Asia Forum for Ending Violence Against Children (SAF) was established in 2005. Today, the forum is known as the South Asian Initiative to End Violence Against Children (SAIEVAC). SAIEVAC areas of priority are concerned with child marriage, corporal punishment, trafficking, child labour, sexual abuse and exploitation. With the formation of SAIEVAC and continuous regional conventions, South Asia reiterates its commitment to address issues of violence against children and work towards coordinating, standardising and monitoring progress.

The South Asia Coordinating Group on Violence against Women and Children (SACG), is made up of International NGOs and UN agencies that work against violence in the region. SACG supports the work of SAIEVAC by providing technical and financial support on various areas of expertise. Each member state sets up a National Action and Coordinating Group against Violence against
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Women and Children (NACG) that is linked directly to SACG in order to strengthen and promote inter-agency work between multiple stakeholders.

With the aforementioned regional instruments, the regions does have a solid mechanism in place to address issues of trafficking and violence against children. In terms of SECTT specifically, there has been recognition of the issue at a regional level through the SAIEVAC Regional Workplan 2010-2015. The plan states:

“The most hidden and underreported form of violence against children and youth is sexual abuse. Sexual abuse affects both boys and girls and often happens within the family, in schools and the community, in the majority of cases (outside armed conflict zones) perpetrated by someone familiar to the child. Additionally, commercial sexual exploitation of children continues to be one of the most pervasive violations of children’s rights in South Asia and includes child abuse through child prostitution, sex tourism, child pornography, Internet pornography and trafficking. Recent studies provide evidence of sexual exploitation of boys to a much larger extent than previously recognised. The victims of exploitation and abuse are also at high risk of sexually transmitted diseases (STDs). Sexual abuse and exploitation are seldom reported because of a lack of child protection services, a lack of awareness-raising of them as human rights violations and crimes and because of the stigma faced by victims of such abuse and exploitation.”

The Workplan thus acknowledges ‘sex tourism’ as a prominent form of violence against children, something not explicitly done by documents and legislation on a national level. The Workplan additionally highlights a number of key advocacy messages:

- Implement credible national plans for ending violence against children.
- Legally ban all forms of violence in all settings.
- Mobilise additional resources to address issues of violence in a comprehensive manner.
- Recognise the multidimensionality of violence including physical and psychosocial abuse, neglect and exploitation.
- Understand that both boys and girls experience violence, including assuring that legislation and programmes protect and prohibit violence against both boys and girls and address their particular needs in different settings.

SAIEVAC 13 Strategic Steps for 2015

1) Reinforce regional cooperation: encourage members to share experiences, good practice and mutual assistance.
2) Develop and implement comprehensive national strategies/policies/plans of action.
3) Develop and enforce legislative measures aligned with UNCRC and other international and regional instruments.
4) Address root causes of violence against children to enhance prevention mechanisms.
5) Develop and implement a systematic national research and data collection system.
6) Professional training and learning to enhance capacity of all who work with or for children.
7) Develop childcare standards for all caregivers and alternative care arrangements.
8) Develop child friendly reporting systems.
9) Develop and define clear referral mechanisms.
10) Implement measures to promote recovery, rehabilitation and social integration of child victims.
11) Apply a justice system that pursues the best interest of the child.
12) Educate and raise awareness on child rights and protection.
13) Support participation of children, young people and civil society.

www.saievac.org.
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SAARC has further made active efforts to incorporate measures to mitigate the risks of ICT expansion in their work. For example, the SAARC 18th Summit held in Kathmandu in November 2014, agreed to establish a cyber crime-monitoring desk.282

Following the third consultation of the National Action and Coordinating Group against Violence against Children (NACG) in Colombo 2013, a regional consultation with South Asian Association of Child Helplines (SAACH) was held and it was agreed that:

“SAARC Region will have fully institutionalised Uniform Toll Free Helplines and fully operational inter and intra country coordination and cooperation promoting effective interventions in the rescue/ rehabilitation of victims, apprehend perpetrators of trafficking, and deter inter and intra country trafficking of women and children in South Asia”.283

There have also been some bilateral agreements. For example, in 2006, the Governments of Bangladesh and India prepared a joint draft plan of action aimed to develop simple and standardised procedures in order to expedite the process and enhance children's care and protection.284 The plan aimed to emphasise the importance of adhering to the best interests of the child.

South Asia has been increasingly active in recognising and addressing child protection and child rights issues. However, there is a lack of recognition of SECTT as a specific manifestation of CSEC that may require its own specific and protective measures. Instead, SECTT falls under measures addressing CSEC, and whilst relevant, specifically tailored sections in workplans incorporating measures to combat SECTT would help these efforts. Moreover, SECTT, if referenced, is generally referred to as ‘child sex tourism’, not fully acknowledging the complexity and the scope of the phenomenon. Lastly, there is a wide disparity in how countries have implemented the regional mechanisms at national and local level.

NATIONAL PLANS OF ACTION TO COMBAT SECTT

One priority action stressed by the Stockholm Declaration and Agenda for Action was the need for countries to develop National Plans of Action (NPAs) specifically focused on countering CSEC. NPAs are frequently used to evaluate and assess the commitment and ability of countries to address CSEC in all its forms, including SECTT. Plans are designed with the purpose of strategic and timely goals based on a country's current situational reality.

Sri Lanka's National Plan on Eradication of Child Sex Tourism appears to currently be the only NPA in the region dealing explicitly and directly with SECTT. Adopted in 2006, it emphasises the need for community awareness and capacity building for stakeholders in the travel and tourism industry, such as hoteliers, tour operators, airports, police, councils, guides, etc. Its implementation has been varied, strengthening registration in guesthouses and hotels for foreign tourists and travellers but has insufficiently addressed child protection due to lack of collaboration between the government and other stakeholders such as NGOs, civil society and the private sector.

Bangladesh, India, the Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka all have NPAs covering CSEC. In addition, India’s recent five year plan (2011-2016) includes proposed research and data collection initiatives on ICT-use and child vulnerability as well as the need to establish a unified policy for responsible tourism to protect women and children from exploitation.285 Afghanistan’s 2004 National Strategy for Children at Risk takes a broader approach to child protection issues than the prior NPA against Child Trafficking, but does not directly address CSEC nor child sexual abuse.286 It does, however, consider issues around the recruitment of children into the Afghan police and armed forces, relating to SECTT through targeting issues of military presence and harmful practices such as bacha bazi.287 Bhutan has made great
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efforts towards strengthening child protection through its 2011 Child Care and Protection Act (CCPA)\(^{288}\) and the 2012 Child Adoption Act (CAA)\(^{289}\) establishing the country’s first framework for a comprehensive child protection system.\(^{290}\) The 2012 NPA for Child Protection includes provisions from these two acts. There have been some discussions around a NPA to combat CSEC. However, this has not been realised yet.

The plethora of NPAs in South Asia focusing on children’s issues raises questions concerning the implementation effectiveness of proposed strategies and measures. Furthermore, whilst there have been substantial efforts made in developing NPAs, issues and measures concerning SECTT are rarely emphasised. Even when included, SECTT is referenced as ‘child sex tourism’ and incorporated as a manifestation of CSEC without much elaboration. Whilst a separate NPA for SECTT is not necessarily required in all countries, there is a need to actively acknowledge the specific challenges linked to SECTT as compared to other manifestations of CSEC, and incorporate this into existing NPAs on child protection and violence against children.

This multitude of NPAs and child-focused documents in the region provides a challenge when it comes to evaluating the presence and implementation of NPAs. Many documents and plans are pending for several years and next to no information is available on whether they have been adopted, and even less on monitoring and evaluating efforts of implementation. Documents are difficult to access, and secondary sources do at times give contradictory information. Moreover, relevant documents and plans are rarely accessible from the same source. This has resulted in many studies to date making observations based on, and referencing, information that is at times out-dated. Identifying and accessing up-to-date resources is not always possible. Additionally, the many documents and plans mean that targets often overlap and strategies and responsibilities for implementation are unclear or even contrasting.

**COOPERATION AND COORDINATION MECHANISMS TO COMBAT SECTT**

The complexity of SECTT means that it is of vital importance to adopt and implement measures across sectors, and thus for governments, the private sector, NGOs and civil society to work together to enhance capacities of countering and combating SECTT. Although cooperation and coordination mechanisms are emphasised on a regional level, efficiency of implementation varies. South Asia overall is relatively weak at engaging the private sector in combating issues of children’s rights and protection. It is worth emphasising that there are few mechanisms directly tackling issues of SECTT.

Each country in the region is stated to have National Action Groups of Coordination for issues of violence against women and children,\(^{291}\) but information on these groups, or on monitoring and evaluation efforts, are not always available.

As described in the “National Action and Coordinating Group against Violence against Women and Children (NACG) Terms of Reference”, an NACG aims:

“To strengthen networking among the agencies at national level, building a national alliance to prevent, address and end violence against women, children, girls and boys.

To promote rights based and coordinated approach to preventing violence and protecting women and children by strengthening national and community based protection systems at all levels […]

To actively promote, support and strengthen the national children’s forum and cooperate with SAIEVAC in strengthening children’s participation at national and regional level […]

To actively encourage and support inter-agency cooperation at all levels such as cooperation with and between governments, UN agencies, INGO’s and civil society organisations including children and young people […]”

---


\(^{291}\) SAIEVAC, “Core Partners”, http://www.saievac.org/about-saievac/core-partners/.
The initiative has a large ground-based membership that converges up into interstate interaction through regional chapters, where both states and regions come together through representation on a National Board.

**Afghanistan**

The Social Affairs Division of the Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs, Martyrs and Disabled (SAD-MoLSAMD) is the main government body dealing with child protection. The ministry coordinates with a multitude of child-focused organisations and other ministries. MoLSAMD has developed a database to be able to share statistics of cases of abuse with various stakeholders.

A variety of Child Protection Action Networks (CPANs) have been developed across national, provincial and district levels. CPANs work to coordinate prevention and responses to violence against children. CPANs also function as the main mechanism in referring cases to support services. Despite being the main and most expansive coordination effort, CPANs do not have enough resources or capacity to prevent and respond to issues of violence against children.

Afghanistan has further set up an Independent Human Rights Commission (AIHRC) aiming to monitor the situation of children. The AIHRC also serves as child ombudsperson. The commission claims to have “an extensive monitoring programme which covers different aspects of children’s life”, however, few reports seem to have been produced. There is also no clear mandate of what ‘aspects of children’s life’ is to be monitored by the AIHRC.

Despite efforts, coordination and cooperation between stakeholders in Afghanistan remains weak. Issues and responsibilities relating to children’s rights and child protection are spread across ministries and there is a lack of clarity around roles and responsibilities.

**Bangladesh**

The Ministry of Women and Child Affairs (MoWCA) is the central agency for child protection in Bangladesh. MoWCA oversees and arranges the meetings of the inter-ministerial CRC standing committee and functions as an umbrella of child-focused initiatives such as the National Children’s Council, which is responsible for supporting policymaking bodies on children’s rights issues. In 2009 the National Council for Women and Child Development (NCWCD) was introduced, working under MoWCA as an oversight mechanism addressing children’s issues. A database on child protection has been established under the Multi Sectorial Programme to encourage coordination among sources and contents of the database.

Although there are multitudes of bodies and instruments working on children’s rights issues in Bangladesh, there appears to be a lack of clarity in coordination efforts as roles and responsibilities are not sufficiently clarified. Moreover, although the Government coordinates with NGOs, there is a lack of NGO driven projects. Rather, NGOs often operate as extensions of Government policy implementation. Trafficking is at the centre of collaborative work, with little focus on other manifestations of CSEC. SECTT specifically has not been addressed.

**Bhutan**

The fairly recent establishment of the National Commission for Women and Children (NCWC) in Bhutan has aided the coordination efforts on child rights. The mandate of the NCWC focuses on policy development, regulation, reporting and monitoring. NCWC has developed a training curriculum on child rights as a joint effort with UNICEF Bhutan. However, in general coordination mechanisms within Bhutan are weak, lacking coordination among stakeholders and at the sub-national level.

---
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One main challenge is that Bhutan lacks a central agency in charge of implementing agency for child protection. The National Plan of Action for Child Protection (2012) notes that there is currently no National Child Welfare Committee despite it being an indicative strategy of the Child Care and Protection Act.\(^{301}\) As recommended based on Bhutan’s second Universal Periodic Review April 2014 “the establishment of an effective organisation within the Government was seen as critical for implementing the child protection programme and coordinating activities between stakeholders”.\(^{302}\) This would further allow the NCWC to focus on its mandate.

Bhutan lacks a holistic approach to child protection, which is instead limited to a few sectors. Moreover, the country severely lacks data relating to violence against children in any form including CSEC. There is not data on SECTT.

**India**

The Ministry of Women and Child Development (MWCD) has the mandate to develop policies, plans and programmes and to coordinate efforts by both the Government of India and NGOs relating to women and child development.\(^{303}\) The department is there to assist civil society organisations to implement government policies and programmes.

Following the 2006 amendment of the Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act 2000, state governments across India are now required to establish Child Welfare Committees (CWC) in each district. The CWC is the sole committee that deals with matters concerning children in need of care and protection and consists of a chairperson and four other members. One person should be well acquainted with child welfare issues. The CWC decentralise the authority on child protection and has the mandate to deal with and coordinate cases of protection, care, rehabilitation and development of children. A child who is rescued from an exploitative situation such as exploitation of children through prostitution will be taken to the CWC, which is then responsible for conducting an inquiry.

In 2010, the Indian Ministry of Tourism developed a Code of Conduct for Safe and Honourable Tourism in collaboration with UNODC, the Pacific Asia Travel Association (PATA) and Save the Children India.\(^{304}\)

The key objectives of The Code are as follows:\(^{305}\)

- Encourage tourism activities to be undertaken with respect for basic rights like dignity, safety and freedom from exploitation of both tourists and local residents i.e. people and communities who may be impacted by tourism in some way.
- Aid the prevention of prostitution, sex tourism and forms of sexual exploitations like assaults and molestations in tourism to safeguard the safety of persons, in particular women and children.
- To enhance prevention of activities like forced or involuntary drug use, manipulated and incorrect information, cultural and social intolerance, which could increase vulnerability to crime.

The Code outlines guidelines for the tourism industry and key messages for awareness building and dissemination. The Government of India has introduced that all gatherings by the hospitality and tourism industry must include sessions on the safe and honourable tourism. There is, however, a dearth of information on whether there has been any monitoring and evaluation undertaken for the implementation of this code.

**Maldives**

The Child and Family Protection Services Section (CFPSS), part of the Department of Gender and Family Protection Services, has the main responsibility for implementing child protection services.\(^{306}\) CFPSS has the mandate to conduct data collection and analysis, to arrange for alternative care and protection for children in need, social work, management of atoll and island level protection services and arrange for multi-sectorial networking and the coordination of training and awareness programmes.\(^{307}\) To facilitate this the Maldives Child Protection Database was established to enable the follow-up cases of child abuse.\(^{308}\) The Maldives has next to no research on CSEC or SECTT.

---
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Nepal

There are several agencies providing the infrastructure for coordinating efforts against CSEC in Nepal. Via the Ministry of Women, Children and Social Welfare (MoWCSW) Nepal has established a Central Child Welfare Board (CCWB) and District Child Welfare Boards (DCWBs) as a response to the concerns following the 2005 periodic review. The boards coordinate activities relating to children, which includes acting as a reporting mechanism for all cases of violence against children and other child rights violations. The boards also actively raise awareness and encourage community protection groups to report on violence.

The Nepali Government maintains an active and well-established cooperation with NGOs such as the National Network against Girls Trafficking (NNAGT) and Action Against Trafficking and Sexual Exploitation of Children (ATSEC). Child Worker’s in Nepal (CWIN) work together with the Forum for IT in Nepal (FIT), the South Asian Partnership International (SAP I), the Computer Association of Nepal (CAN) and the Internet Service Providers Association Nepal (ISPAN) on their Campaign on Protecting Children Online. The project resulted in the Code of Conduct for PCO’s and Cyber Cafés.

Nepal shows several strong initiatives between NGOs with regards to child protection issues relating to SECTT. The Government would benefit from getting more involved with the voluntary and private sectors. There appears to be no comprehensive data unit on issues of neither CSEC nor SECTT. Although there are references to an inter-ministerial committee having been established in 2005 to tackle ‘child sex tourism’ in an OPSC report, no reports could be located to verify the function or effect of this committee.

Pakistan

The National Commission for Child Welfare and Development (NCCWD) of the Ministry of Social Welfare and Special Education coordinates matters of violence against children. NCCWD coordinates between national organisations working on children’s rights, and the SAIEVAC secretariat. The commission works closely with provinces, since provincial levels have the prime responsibility to legislate a response to issues of child protection.

The NCCWD joined together with Pakistan Paediatric Association and Save the Children Sweden to develop a National Policy and Plan of Action against Child Sexual Abuse and Exploitation. A Core Committee on Child Sexual Abuse and Exploitation was created to carry out this task, consisting of experts from leading national NGOs in the field of children’s rights and child sexual abuse. The committee submitted a draft to the NCCWD in 2003.

UNICEF Pakistan and the Watfaqi Mohtasib (Federal Ombudsman) jointly set up Children’s Complaints Offices (CCOs). CCOs have designated Investigation Officers that handle child related complaints.

Moreover, federal and provincial governments have established a Child Protection Management Information System (CPMIS), a national monitoring system that works to collect data on child trafficking, alternative care, family environment, juvenile justice, sexual exploitation and violence against children.

Although there are bodies in place for coordinating efforts on CSEC, there is little information available pertaining the outcome of these efforts.

---
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Sri Lanka

The National Child Protection Authority (NCPA) is the agency responsible for the prevention of child abuse and the protection and treatment of child victims. NCPA further coordinates and monitors actions against all forms of child abuse. As the main legal entity it advises the government, in coordination with various ministries, local authorities and public and private sectors. It further advises and assists NGOs in coordinating efforts against child abuse, it supports and coordinates research and works with the tourist industry to prevent SECTT. NCPA maintains the national database on child abuse. Additionally, there is a National CRC Monitoring Committee, and Child Rights Monitoring Committees at different levels (provincial, district, divisional, villages and schools).

The National Anti Trafficking Task Force, launched in 2010, aims to strengthen the coordination among key government stakeholders as well as NGOs and international organisations.

Sri Lanka has shown great achievements in tackling the issues concerning CSEC and SECTT.

Together with PEACE and UNICEF, Sri Lanka’s Tourist Board launched the Zero Tolerance for Child Sex Tourism campaign in 2006. The aim was to raise awareness by targeting tourists, children and youth, families and community leaders, journalists and tourism stakeholders and personnel such as hoteliers.

LEGISLATION TO COMBAT SECTT AND FACTORS AFFECTING APPLICATION OF THE LAW

All South Asian countries have ratified the CRC and thus affirmed their commitment to protecting children’s rights. As of 2011, with the ratification from Pakistan, all countries have further ratified the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Sale of children, Child prostitution and Child Pornography (OPSC). Furthermore, as all countries in the region are members of SAARC, they have ratified the Convention on Preventing and Combating Trafficking in Women and Children for Prostitution and the Convention on Regional Agreements for the Promotion of Child Welfare in South Asia. By ratifying these protocols and conventions Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka are all obliged to ensure that their legislative frameworks align with the standards set by these regional and international instruments.

To this extent, all South Asian countries state constitutionally to protect all children from all forms of discrimination and exploitation. SAIEVAC claims one of its key results to be:

“By 2015, all States have taken the necessary steps to end sexual abuse and exploitation against children by adopting comprehensive legislation, ratifying all relevant international and regional instruments and enforcing a Code of Conduct for telecommunications services (i.e. internet providers, mobile phone companies, internet cafes) and travel and tour outlets to prevent sexual abuse and exploitation.”

Although significant steps have been taken in the right direction, no country as of yet has adopted comprehensive legislation that is fully aligned with the OPSC. None of the countries in South Asia have national legislation that specifically and comprehensively addresses SECTT. The region further lacks substantial extraterritorial jurisdiction. This compromises the capacity of states to address cases of transnational child sex offenders.

All countries in the region have laws that relate to SECTT, but the effectiveness of law enforcement pertaining to SECTT is flawed often due to insufficient specification and lack of adequate definitions in legislation on the sexual exploitation and abuse of children. For legislation on exploitation of children through prostitution, much of the region’s policies are focused on women and girls, at times leaving boys vulnerable or even considered offenders rather than victims in cases of sexual abuse and exploitation. There are further issues with legislation on child pornography, with all definitions lacking in effort to comprehensively and sensitively address this complex form of CSEC.

Although South Asia has made impressive efforts in the past few years to address gaps in legislation, there are additional weaknesses found in enforcement mechanisms as well as several factors affecting the application of the law. The high mobility and disperse social fabric of the region makes law implementation and programming immensely difficult.
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Afghanistan

Afghanistan does not have legislation directly addressing SECTT nor extraterritorial agreements for the prosecution of internationals who exploit Afghan children. Only some forms of CSEC are covered in Afghan legislation and there is no unified, comprehensive document.

Although a Child Act, that could serve as a comprehensive legal guide appears to currently being developed, Afghanistan does currently not have a consolidated Children’s Act. Laws pertinent to children are instead found in various parts of domestic legislation. To further complicate it, Afghanistan uses several different forms of jurisprudence (state law, customary law and sharia law).

Under the State law, the Penal Code 1976 covers matters of juvenile justice. It further provides legislation and penalties for rape, notably not discriminating against boys. Provisions in the Penal Code explicitly state for victims to be either male or female. There are also additional penalties for rape of offenders below the age of 18. Notably, the offence of rape is not clearly defined. Other forms of child sexual abuse are not included in the Penal Code, excluding for example homosexual abuse and thus increasing the vulnerability of boys.

The Law Countering Abduction and Human Trafficking was adopted in 2008 and does along with Article 516 of the penal code prohibit some forms of human trafficking. However, the law does not cover trafficking of a child for sexual purposes in the cases when coercion was not involved. There is a severe lack of understanding of the issue of human trafficking in the country, with trafficking often confused with smuggling, something prohibiting efficient law enforcement. According to the Ministry of Defence, five Afghan National Army Soldiers were convicted in 2013 under the trafficking law for crimes regarding bacha baazi, with penalties ranging between one to 10 years’ imprisonment. There are problems with victims of trafficking for sexual purposes being treated as offenders due to acts committed such as adultery, prostitution of ‘moral crimes’. The 2014 Trafficking in Persons Report highlights the case of two Pakistani girls who had been trafficked for the purpose of sexual exploitation only to be convicted of moral crimes and imprisoned. Domestic laws on the trafficking of children for sexual purpose need to be urgently reviewed, making it explicitly a form of CSEC.

Pornography is covered in the Press Law 1965 as the prohibition of articles that contravene traditional values and morals, and in the Law on the Campaign Against Abduction and Human Trafficking 2008. The 2008 law defines exploitation as “getting advantage of the victim crimes of abduction and trafficking in persons through employment, selling, engaging in sexual, criminal activities, provision of pictures and movies that are prejudicial to public morality (pornography), armed conflicts, forced labour or removal his/her organ or body tissues or conducting medical and health examinations and forcing him/her into other illegal activities”. Thus, whilst pornography is a crime there is no specific prohibition of child sexual abuse material, failing to acknowledge the exploitative aspect of child abusive images and the definition fails to align with the OPSC.

Additionally, the Civil Code has no unified minimum age set for children. The minimum age for marriage is 18 for boys and 16 for girls whereas the age for employment in non-hazardous work is 15 and the age of criminal responsibility is as low as 12 years old. Under Sharia law puberty defines when a child reaches adulthood.

The committee responded to Afghanistan’s 2011 periodic review stating that:

“ […] child rights continue to be negatively affected by the application of different sources of law, namely codified, customary and sharia laws, and that legislation contradictory to the Convention remains in force […] the low implementation of legislation enacted in the field of child rights due mainly to weak enforcement, limited level of awareness of the legal norms promulgated, widespread corruption, and the application by courts of provisions of customary or sharia law which infringe the principles and rights contained in the Convention”.

---
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Bangladesh

Bangladesh does not have legislation directly addressing SECTT. Nor does it have extraterritorial agreements for the prosecution of internationals who exploit Bangladeshi children. The exception is the Extraction Act, which solely applies to Thailand, and punishes offences against Bangladeshi children.333 Under section three of the Penal Code,334 there are some provisions granted to Bangladeshi courts for extraterritorial jurisdiction for offences committed abroad that violated Bangladeshi law. The jurisdiction covers Bangladeshi citizens, or persons or ships registered in Bangladesh.335

As a response to comments on the country’s third and fourth periodic review,336 Bangladesh adopted a new unified comprehensive act to replace the early Child Act of 1974. The Child Bill 2013, or Shishu Ain 2013, is harmonised with the CRC, referring to the CRC in the preamble. A child is defined accordingly as any human being below the age of 18. The Bill states the penalty for exploitation of a child as:

“If any person entrusted by the Children’s Court with custody or care of a child or with the duty of upbringing a child or any other person […] leads such a child to a dishonest path or prostitution or immoral activity then he shall be deemed to have committed an offence under this Act for which he shall be punishable with imprisonment for up to five years or fine up to one lac taka or both. Any person who enjoys the gain made as a result of exploitation or employment of a child or uses the child for immoral entertainment shall be liable as an abettor of the offence.”337

The sexual exploitation of children is thus still not fully defined, with definitions lacking from the Penal Code and the Suppression of Violence against Women and Children Act as well.338 The 2012 Prevention and Suppression of Human Trafficking Act (PSHTA) does adequately prohibit and punishes various forms of human trafficking.339

The Pornography Control Act 2012 has the aim to “prevent depreciation of the social and moral values with special focus on women and children”.340 Although the act still refers to the depreciation of social and moral values, it further defines pornography to include “production and dissemination of video documentary, audio-visual materials, graphics, books, periodicals, sculpture, cartoon, leaflet and imaginary statue using uncivil dialogue and picture, body movement, naked dance, etc. which may create sexual appeal”341 and prohibits beyond production and dissemination to include marketing, supply, buying and selling all forms of pornographic materials.

Bangladesh has taken immense steps in the past few years to combat sexual abuse and exploitation of children. Yet, issues of implementation and enforcement remain. For example, the 2014 U.S. Trafficking in Persons report states for police and authoritative officials to often be involved in, or benefit from, human trafficking.342 The problem of corruption is widespread in Bangladesh and complicates measures taken to combat CSEC. It is important that stakeholders and law enforcement agencies are sufficiently educated and trained on new definitions and practices included in the new legislation, so that it is translated efficiently into practice.

Bhutan

Bhutan does not have legislation directly addressing SECTT. The high court of Bhutan has extra-territorial jurisdiction for the prosecution of internationals who exploit children in another jurisdiction.

The Penal Code (2004) prohibits various forms of violence and includes the buying or transporting of children for any purpose, the soliciting of the services of a child for sex, pornography and molestation of a child.343 The Penal Code was further amended in 2011 to provide protection to children in conflict with the law and to include revised penalties for crimes committed against children.344
Additionally, Bhutan recently adopted two major laws: the Child Care and Protection Act 2011 and the Child Adoption Act of Bhutan 2012. A uniformed definition of ‘the child’ has been included in all legislation in accordance with the CRC and further child-specific sections have been incorporated in the Constitution and the Penal Code.

The Child Care and Protection Act of Bhutan 2011 addresses several forms of CSEC, with child prostitution defined as “a person shall be guilty of child prostitution if a person uses a child in sexual activity for remuneration or any other form of consideration” consequently accounting for a broader range of scenarios than ‘money for sex’.

The definition of child pornography is similarly broad as it states: “a person shall be guilty of child pornography if the person by any representation, by whatever means, of a child engaged in real or stimulated explicit sexual activities or any representation of the sexual parts of child for primarily sexual purposes.” Additionally, Article 225 (b) of the Penal Code of Bhutan addresses child sexual abuse material stating “a defendant shall be guilty of the offence of paedophilia if the defendant […] sells, manufactures, distributes, or otherwise deals in material that contains any depiction of a child engaged in sexual contact”, arguably also including computer-facilitated offences to some extent.

With regards to trafficking of a child that is linked to the purpose of trafficking, “a person shall be guilty of trafficking of a child if a person recruits, transports, transfers, harbours or procures a child by means of threat, use of force, coercion, abduction, fraud, deception, abuse of power, position of vulnerability, transaction involving payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation.”

In line with updated legislative mechanisms, Bhutan is training focal officers to combat CSEC. Implementation of the Child Care and Protection has been somewhat slow, with enforcement mechanisms being held back due to a dearth of data on violence against children and CSEC.

India

India does not have legislation directly addressing SECTT. However, the Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act (POCSO) 2012 has provisions for mandatory reporting requirements for any person who learns of suspected child abuse and child sexual exploitation and specifically “[...] any personnel of the media or hotel or lodge or hospital or club or studio or photographic facilities [...]”. The 2012 POCSO covers some previous gaps in Indian legislation relating to CSEC and includes both boys and girls, rather referring to ‘child’ or ‘children’. The act’s main offences are: penetrative and aggravated penetrative sexual adult, sexual and aggravated sexual assault, sexual harassment, and using a child for pornographic purposes.

Child sexual abuse material has been additionally addressed through the Information and Technology Act (2000), which was amended through the Information Technology (Amendment) Act (2008). The IT Act provides a comprehensive definition of child sexual abuse material, in line with OPSC requirements. It further includes extraterritorial jurisdiction for offences committed online but outside India’s territory. A few areas of the Act are not explicitly criminalised such as possession, virtual images and representation, and grooming. No legislation addresses online grooming specifically, however, the general wording of Section 67B of the IT Act may cover online grooming. While section 67B (c) states: “cultivates, entices or induces children to online relationships with one or more children for sexually explicit acts or in a manner that may offend a reasonable adult”, or section 67B (d) that states “facilitates abusing children online”.

Moreover, the POCSO includes abetment of and attempt to commit offence, thus acknowledging the need to penalise intent, something that may also be used to cover cases of grooming, online and offline. The act further emphasises the role of Child Welfare Committees (CWC), as cases registered under the POCSO Act must be reported to the CWC within 24 hours.
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With regards to trafficking of children for sexual exploitation, there is a lack of adequate data for law enforcement due to the low rate of convictions as well as issues related to disaggregation of data under the Immoral Trafficking Prevention Act 1986 (ITPA). Section 370 of the Indian Penal Code (IPC) prohibits most forms of trafficking for sexual purposes. However, this section does not fulfil CRC requirements, as it does not consider the prostitution of a child as an act of human trafficking if the child is above 16 and there is an absence of coercive means. Most forms of trafficking for sexual purposes falls within the ITPA, however, since this act further criminalised offences such as prostitution, it is often used for the purposes of prosecuting victims of sex trafficking, hence the disaggregation on data.

Moreover, the Goa Children’s Act 2003 and Rules 2004, although only valid in the state, focuses especially on crimes related to tourism, whilst also covering child sexual abuse. The act is consistent with the CRC and even suggests ways in which the wider issues of SECTT can be approached and dealt with.

A problematic aspect is the lack of harmonious definition across legislation of what it means to be a child from 14 to 18 years of age. However, the main limitation in India for dealing with SECTT and CSEC is the lack of efficient implementation, with for example high levels of corruption. Moreover, the country’s size with its diverse social fabric make coordination and cooperation across states and communities increasingly complex.

**Maldives**

The Maldives does not have legislation directly addressing SECTT.

The new Penal Code came into force in July 2015. Additionally, the country’s Sexual Offences Act of 2014 defines and criminalises sexual abuse and sexual violence. Prostitution is criminalised in the act as an identifiable offence, which has not previously been the case.

The Child Sexual Abuse (Special Provisions) Act (2009) prohibits child prostitution, and the Special Provisions Act to Deal with Child Sex Abuse Offenders states that “a person commits an offence, if he intentionally causes child prostitution, or involves a child in the creation of pornography, or where he creates pornographic material in which a child’s sexual organ is displayed and/or “[…] engages a child in prostitution, or participate a child in the production of pornography using force, through control or by restraining the free will of a child”. A child is defined as under the age of 18. However, a child between the ages of 13 and 18 who is in some way or another involved in a sexual act is considered not to have given consent “unless specified otherwise”.

In 2009, the Sex Offender Registration Law was adopted which authorised the establishment of a public sex offender registry website.

Although the Maldives have renewed and addressed much of its legislation relating to children’s rights and protection in the past few years, important legislation such as the Child Rights, Child Care and Protection Bill (Law No. 9/91) and the Juvenile Justice Bill are both still pending. There are also issues of enforcement. Cases relating to sexual offences are particularly taboo in the Maldives. The new Penal Code has a basis in Sharia law and thus cases of corporal punishment and flogging are still prevalent, as well as accusations under Zina.

The high prominent case in 2013 when a minor was sentenced to flogging after having been accused of adultery when reporting a relative for sexual abuse, is something that highlights the stigma attached to sexual offences and sets a precedence if not legally, then socially.

---
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Nepal

To analyse the legal framework in Nepal is at the moment very challenging due to the interim discussions on the adoption and implementation of the new Constitution\(^ {364}\) of the Kingdom of Nepal. Whilst the draft constitution was adopted by the country’s constituent assembly on 7 July 2015 and put forward for a two-week consultation period (which has since been extended), there have been (as of September 2015) violent demonstrations and clashes across Nepal, with citizens contesting the new constitution.\(^ {365}\)

Although the new constitution includes Article 55 (J) 5 to “ensure the best interest of the child will be given primary attention”,\(^ {366}\) there are a few problems with the new constitution regarding the rights of children. This includes difficulties in acquiring citizenship of descent for children, as the new constitution requires proof that both parents are Nepali citizens.\(^ {367}\) This would make children of single parents or refugee parents particularly vulnerable to CSEC, as a lack of citizenship leaves them unable to access many state services. Moreover, the constitution fails to provide a definition of a child, and does thus not comply with the CRC.\(^ {368}\) Still, the constitution reviews the civil code, criminal code, civil procedural code, criminal procedural code and the sentencing bill to ensure that child rights are in line with CRC provisions.

There are a few domestic legislations currently addressing the sexual abuse of children such as the Interim Constitution of Nepal 2007, the Country Code of Nepal 1963 (Muluki Ain) and the Children’s Act 1992. However, these are not comprehensive, nor comply with the CRC.\(^ {369}\) The Children’s Act 1992 does not, for example, define immoral acts or professions and prohibits pornography elaborated as: “publication, exhibition or distribution of photographs of personal event or descriptions of a child that tarnish his or her character.”\(^ {370}\)

The draft Children’s Act (2012), replacing the Children Act 1992, is alleged to be more comprehensive in approaching children’s rights, prohibiting all kinds of violence against children\(^ {371}\) and enshrining provisions of the OPSC.\(^ {372}\) The bill has, as of September 2015, yet to be endorsed by the cabinet and it is thus currently pending.

The Human Trafficking and Transportation (Control) Act 2007 (HTTCA) is the main legislation for trafficking. Whilst the act criminalised forced prostitution, it does not define trafficking in line with the 2000 UN Trafficking In Persons Protocol, but rather does not consider exploitation of children through prostitution as a form of trafficking in the cases where there is no force, fraud or coercion.\(^ {373}\) The legislation primarily focuses on the act of trafficking, and does not consider related situations encountered by children.

Nepal’s current legal framework does not comprehensively address CSEC or SECTT. The adoption of the new children’s act should be prioritised. Efforts of monitoring and evaluation as well as implementation efficiency and law enforcement are questionable, but difficult to assess due to lack of viable reports.

Pakistan

Pakistan does not have legislation directly addressing SECTT. It does neither have extraterritorial agreements for the prosecution of internationals who exploit Pakistani children. Only some forms of CSEC are covered in Pakistani legislation and there is no unified, comprehensive document.

The Pakistani Penal Code (PPC)\(^ {374}\) recognises Child Sexual Abuse only in cases of penetration, and it is therefore not in compliance with CRC regulations. Section 90 of The Code declares that a child below the age of 12 cannot give consent. Homosexual acts and the procurement of a girl below the age of 18 for sexual purposes are both prohibited under section 377.

The Protection of Women (Criminal Law Amendment) Act 2006\(^ {375}\) abolishes the Zina, replacing it with sections 375 and 376 from the PPC. Under the previous
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legislation adultery, or consensual sex between two unmarried people, and rape were under the Offense of Zina (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance 1979, and four Muslim adult male witnesses were required as eyewitnesses. Section 375 considers rape as sexual intercourse with a woman without consent, and with or without consent if a girl is below the age of 16.

The Criminal Law (Amendment) Bill 2014 is an attempt to adopt legislation consistent with the OPC Protocol. The bill proposes to increase the minimum age for criminal responsibility. Furthermore, the bill proposes the introduction of new sections into the PPC to include exposure to seduction, child pornography, punishment for child pornography, cruelty to child, trafficking of human beings, in particular internal trafficking and child sexual abuse. Child sexual abuse under the proposed section 377 appears to include non-penetrative forms of sexual abuse. The bill is still pending and is awaiting cabinet approval.

In response to recommendations to Pakistan’s periodic report in 2011, the Sindh Child Marriage Restraint Act was adopted in 2013 and came into effect in June 2014. The act prohibits child marriage and brings the minimum age up to 18 for both boys and girls. The previous Child Marriage Restraint Act 1929 declared the minimum age to be 16 for girls and 18 for boys.

The Prevention and Control of Human Trafficking Ordinance 2002 addresses transnational trafficking offences. The PPC addresses some other aspects of trafficking including the domestic selling of a girl child for prostitution however, trafficking legislation is not exhaustive of all forms of trafficking. The proposed Criminal Law (Amendment) Bill 2014 has a section clarifying and penalizing internal human trafficking, including child trafficking.

The National Commission of Child Welfare and Development (NCCWD) has proposed a draft bill the Juvenile Justice System Act 2015 to the National Assembly. The bill emphasises the diversion and social-reintegration of child offenders and is a step towards more child friendly services and support for child victims.

Apart from inadequate legislation on CSEC and SECTT, and issues of child protection and children’s rights in general, the Government of Pakistan has faced immense issues with law enforcement efforts, with poor to non-existent implementation of laws. Furthermore, there are several reports of corruption on all levels of legislation and enforcement.

**Sri Lanka**

The Penal Code Amendment Act 2006 included measures to combat SECTT by introducing mandatory reporting requirements for any persons who have “the charge, care, control or possession of any premises being used for commission of an act constituting the abuse of a child”. The Penal Code amendment 1995 added a specific section on sexual exploitation.

The Children and Young Persons (harmful publications) Act 1956 aims to curb publications harmful to children and young people. Section 286 of the Penal code, amended through the Penal Code Amendment Act 1998 and the Penal Code Amendment Act 2006, punishes “any person […] who hires, employs, assists, persuades, uses, induces or coerces any child to appear or perform in any obscene or indecent exhibition or show to pose or model for, or to appear in any obscene or indecent photography or film or who sells or distributes, otherwise publishes or has in his or her possession, any such photograph or film (including video recordings).”

The 1992 Children’s Charter is based on the CRC. As a whole, legislation in Sri Lanka appears comprehensive. Even enforcement efforts are widely applied, the main problems coming down to a lack of reporting when it comes to cases of SECTT. In response, Sri Lanka has suggested localizing police efforts, in order to counteract the strong community networks involved in SECTT. In Negombo, the NCNA, a specialised tourist police, has started to work with the community to combat issues in the travel and tourism industry. The NCNA further conducts raids to massage clinics, brothels and at times guesthouses, however, children and offenders are often able to relocate due to the strong and extensive networks linked to SECTT.

Sri Lanka does not have extraterritorial agreements for the prosecution of internationals who exploit Sri Lankan children, however, the national judiciary and police force both cooperate to punish offenders under other countries’ extraterritorial legislation.
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The introduction of effective legislation to combat SECTT is of great significance, however, in order to address the issue preventive efforts on all level of society are needed. Effective prevention efforts and initiatives need to address the multi-faceted nature of SECTT in a manner that acknowledges the various environments children in the region face. Whilst there are a lot of child protection and anti-trafficking initiatives in place, there appear to be few programme activities that directly address SECTT. It is challenging to give an overview of programme and policy responses in South Asia. There is a lack of comprehensive assessments or evaluations of projects, on a regional, national and local level. The limited information on monitoring and evaluation outcomes, in the cases where this has taken place, means that the following discussion should be taken to provide an outline of some programmes taking place in the South Asia region and is not necessarily complete.

Collaboration with the Private Sector

ECPAT International has since the early 1990s together with member groups and other collaborative initiatives worked to prevent SECTT in South Asia. Although Sri Lanka has acknowledged SECTT as a problem since the 1980s, other countries in the region, including India and Nepal, have more recently spoken out against the issue. NGOs and civil society have been of essence in bringing the issue of SECTT to the table, with ECPAT affiliates such as Equations leading the way with research. Equations has since 1985 worked in India for non-exploitative tourism through research and analysis, campaigns, advocacy and networking. With children in tourism as one of their explicit themes, Equations aims to influence governments on all levels to incorporate, implement and monitor guidelines for the best interest of the child in the context of tourism. Emphasizing the importance of including and working with all sectors, Equations has organised consultations on the link between child abuse and tourism in Tirupati. The consultation included a variety of stakeholders: PASS branch offices in Andhra Pradesh, representatives from the Social Welfare Department, University Students, Transport Department, Health Department, Andhra Pradesh Tourism Development Corporation and NGOs.

The Code of Conduct for the Protection of Children from Sexual Exploitation in Travel and Tourism (‘The Code’) is an initiative by ECPAT together with the UNWTO and in collaboration, with a multitude of stakeholders, aims to provide an industry-driven response to combat SECTT. The Code, though not a legally binding document, does provide comprehensive guidelines for sustainable and responsible tourism with the specific aim of preventing and combatting SECTT. Anyone in the tourism industry can join The Code, which commits them to train their personnel, establish ethical policy regarding SECTT, introduce clauses in their contracts with suppliers and to create awareness by providing information to travellers and local ‘key persons’ and report annually on SECTT. The Code has been critiqued for its flexible implementation, with stakeholders being able to sign regardless of whether they will implement all or none of the guidelines. Moreover, upon evaluation of The Code it has been reported that child sex offenders simply adapt and go to less high-end hotels. That does not mean that The Code is not effective, it simply means The Code is not a ‘silver bullet’ to prevent and combat SECTT.

In South Asia, the Code of Conduct is not highly prevalent, and although some large hotels and stakeholders have signed, such as the Adventure Travel Trade Association (active in Bhutan, India, Nepal and Pakistan), all countries apart from India and Sri Lanka only have one or two signatories present in their local tourism industry.

Similarly, a national initiative in the region is the Code of Conduct for Safe and Honourable Tourism created through a joint initiative by the Government of India, Save the Children India, UNODC and the Pacific Asian Travel Association (PATA). Adopted in 2010, it is neither a legally binding instrument, but works as a guideline for the Indian travel and tourism industry to prevent and combat SECTT. The Code is explicit on prohibiting the search for child sexual abuse material, and several hotels in for example Agra have blocked access to pornographic sites after signing The Code. SAIEVAC’s work plan includes goals for all SAARC countries to adopt codes of conduct and to align these with national policy as far as possible. Apart from some references to a Pakistani Code of Conduct, next to no information is available on whether Codes have been drafted as of yet.
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Additionally, the World Tourism Network on Child Protection (formerly the task force for the protection of children in tourism), founded in 1997, provides a platform for stakeholders on a global level to discuss and collaborate on issues of ‘child sex tourism’. In 2007, the network decided to broaden its originally narrow mission and now contributes to preventive efforts of all forms of exploitation of children related to the travel and tourism industry including child labour and trafficking.

**Advocacy, Enforcement and Responses to SECTT on a Local Level**

Investment and commitment by the travel and tourism industry in best practice schemes, training and capacity building, and issues of child protection and poverty alleviation are important mechanisms to combat SECTT. However, as a multidimensional issue, prevention needs to be tackled from multiple angles. There are several initiatives by CSOs and NGOs across South Asia, as well as localised preventive efforts of capacity building and enforcement.

In Bangladesh the Action against Trafficking and Sexual Exploitation of Children (ATSEC), another ECPAT affiliate, is a coalition of 15 NGOs that works to facilitate advocacy, awareness and social mobilisation programmes at both local and national levels. The non-profit furthermore supports research initiatives and advises on programmes and policy on strategies against CSEC. ATSEC has counterparts in both India and Nepal.

The Society for the Protection of the Right of the Child (SPARC) works in Pakistan to advocate and lobby for efforts of child rights on national as well as regional levels. As part of the organisations lobbying child rights desks have been established across the district of Sinh, an area where children are highly vulnerable to trafficking. Moreover SPARC collaborated with the Pakistan Telecommunications Authority (PTA) to establish and implement the Code of Conduct for Internet Cafes forbidding children under 12 years to use cyber café services and further places a requirement on owners to ensure that children cannot access pornography. As a result of the adoption of the Code by the PTA more than 10,000 websites have been blocked and warnings have been issued to cyber café owners.

The ECPAT affiliate Protecting Environment and Children Everywhere (PEACE) has worked in Sri Lanka since 1991 on preventive measures to target CSEC. PEACE works with a variety of stakeholders to raise awareness but also specific activities such as helping victims in court and monitoring the movement of paedophiles.

In 2006, PEACE worked together with the Sri Lankan Ministry of Tourism, the UNWTO and a multitude of other stakeholders including airlines and tour operators, for the campaign ‘Zero Tolerate of Child Sex Tourism’.

There are a number of campaigns that aim to raise awareness on rights of children in Afghanistan, although none specifically addresses SECTT. In 2012, it was reported that CSOs had mobilised religious leaders to advocate for child rights during Friday Prayers in Kabul.

In 2013, UNICEF India launched the new social media initiative “Time to Sound the Red Siren.” The campaign was targeted at encouraging people to speak out against sexual violence against children, particularly focusing on girls.

There is very little information on training and capacity building in the region. Sri Lanka has been active in training programmes targeted at SECTT prevention capacity building, most recently a joint programme by the French embassy in Sri Lanka and the National Child Protection Authority. In all countries of South Asia training programmes on anti-trafficking and child protection courses for police forces appear to have taken place.

Notably, law enforcement in the region has increased its local presence and response capacities to child protection issues. The Child Welfare Committees (CWC) are the most prominent example, and now act as the final district-level authorities for the care, protection and development and rehabilitation of children. Similarly in Nepal, there have been efforts to strengthen local structures, and the District Child Welfare Boards act as a link between the government and the community for prevention of CSEC and protection of children.

Additionally, both Bhutan and Nepal report having established specific centres as part of the national police, to encourage and facilitate reporting of crimes against children.
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Support Services to Victims of SECTT

To holistically address SECTT and other forms of CSEC, adequate support services need to be in place. Strategies need to incorporate both immediate and long-term policies, ranging from immediate medical and psychological care and shelter, to community reintegration and family reunification. South Asia has paid increased attention to support structures for victims of CSEC, and many countries are establishing standards of minimum care for institutions providing alternative care and support.

All of the SAARC countries have a significant number of mechanisms in place that are aimed at providing assistance to child victims of abuse and exploitation. However, the budgets for these projects are often scarce, and there is a limited capacity and coordination between the various mechanisms. The Ministry of Women, Children and Social Work does for example receive one of the smallest budgets of all Nepali ministries.396 In general, support services to CSEC survivors rarely appears to be a policy priority in South Asian countries. Instead, there is seemingly an overreliance on NGOs and CSOs to construct and deliver services,397 something that often results in a multitude of pilot projects rather than holistically targeted programmes.398

As part of the SAIEVAC work-plan 2010-15, SAARC countries have made a commitment to establish child-sensitive reporting and referral mechanisms.399 The goals include mandatory reporting by professionals working with or for children of any violence against children, and emphasise the need for any reporting systems to be well published, accessible and child friendly. Secondly, the plan states that, come 2015, all member countries should have clearly defined procedures for the referral of child victims of violence as well as established mechanisms for inter-agency cooperation.

As part of this plan, although there are no hotlines where offences by travelling child sex offenders can be reported,400 Childline helplines are now used in Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka to support child victims. In 2014, SAIEVAC consulted with the South Asian Association of Child Helplines (SAACH) to support SAACH’s objective that “the SAARC Region will have fully institutionalised Uniform Toll Free Helplines and fully operational inter and intra country coordination and cooperation promoting effective interventions in the rescue/rehabilitation of victims...”.401

In India, the project Childline was developed by the MWCD. The Childline India Foundation (CIF) is now an umbrella organisation coordinating support services and efficient service delivery at various locations. CIF further works to collect data, to identify service needs and constitutes a link between the MWCD and various NGOs. Childline has served as a platform for partnership between MWCD, UNICEF, the Department of Telecommunications, street and community youth and non-profit organisations, as well as academic institutions and the corporate sector. Calls are toll-free and respond to on a 24-hour basis, and a team is on stand-by to assist and attend to a crisis. To date, 10 million calls have been responded to with the assistance of three million children.

Moreover, there are increasing efforts in South Asia to move toward mandatory registration of shelter homes and to develop and enforce Minimum Standards of Care and Protection.402 The Indian 2000 Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act is an example of this, where guidelines for childcare institutions and regular monitoring by the government are established. To aid in this the Ministry of Women and Child Development has together with NGOs developed guidelines and tool-kits for the immediate handling of cases.403 Yet, weak enforcement of laws often means that these standards are not always followed. A 2013 study by Children and Women in Social Services and Human Rights (CWISH) in Nepal, showed that only a few child-care homes in Kathmandu met the minimum standards set by the Central Child Welfare Board (CCWB).404 According to the 2014 Human Rights Report for Nepal, inspections of homes by the CCWB and DCWBs were carried out infrequently and did not adhere to unregistered homes.405

The Child Care and Protection Act of Bhutan (CCPA) adopted in 2011 as recommended by the CRC, outlines the role and responsibility of NGOs when working with vulnerable children. Much is happening in Bhutan, where
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support of child victims has previously been inadequate, and childhood and development centres were build in 2013 in the most remote communities of Bhutan.\textsuperscript{406} It is important that Bhutan continues to extend its child protection structures as its travel and tourism industry is rapidly expanding and new infrastructure being developed in less accessed parts of the country.

**Child and Youth Involvement in Combating SECTT**

Furthermore, children are starting to play a more active role in the development of acts and programmes that affects their lives. On a regional level, children are part of the SAIEVAC Governing Board, upon selection by other children at a national and regional level. In addition to this, National and Regional Children's Forums provide a platform for South Asian children to come together and discuss issues affecting their lives, providing recommendations to the SAIEVAC Secretariat and board. In this manner, SAIEVAC aims to act as a bridge between children and the UN.\textsuperscript{407}

Children and young people in South Asia have, moreover, actively engaged to raise awareness and inform on issues of CSEC. One example is the Youth Partnership Project (YPP) for Child Survivors of CSE in South Asia that works to enhance capacity of local youth to take a lead in combating CSEC. Launched in 2008 by Sanlaap in India, Maiti Nepal in Nepal and Aparajeyo in Bangladesh, YPP aims to support youth driven projects and train young people to facilitate youth participation in prevention, activism and protection of their rights. Members have participated in several regional conferences and also carried out youth-led surveys on CSEC such as the 2010 “Youth-Led Study on the Vulnerability of Young Girls Working in Restaurants, Bars and Massage Parlours in Kathmandu”.\textsuperscript{408}

Moreover, in India, the 2012-2015 Bal Bandhu scheme was implemented in areas of civil unrest (Andhra Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Chhattisgarh and Maharashtra), which are highly conducive environments for CSEC. Local youth are trained to form Bal Bandhus, groups of volunteers who are active on a local level to raise awareness and mobilise communities to actively engage with children’s rights.

In most South Asian countries, children’s organisations, such as clubs, committees, forums and parliaments, have grown significantly in the past years (although efforts in Afghanistan and the Maldives are negligible). As of 2014, Nepal boasts 19,454 child clubs and child rights forums according to CWIN.\textsuperscript{409} To aid in this, and to encourage the participation of children, the CCWB prepared a Child Club Strategic Review of Nepal in 2011/12, facilitating the registration process for children’s organisations so as to enable support.\textsuperscript{410} Children’s clubs and organisations are important as they provide spaces for children to interact and take initiatives. Active participation and inclusion of children further provides an often untapped and unacknowledged resource for efficient policy adoption and implementation. There are also several youth parliaments in the region such as the National Youth Parliament in Sri Lanka. The parliament comprises 335 members between the ages of 15 and 26,\textsuperscript{411} and aims to encourage young people to develop leadership skills and actively engage in politics and contribute to change.\textsuperscript{412} On the 2nd of June 2015, 153 students signed the Constitution for Bhutan’s first Children’s Parliament (BCP).\textsuperscript{413} The parliament will meet biannually, and is an initiative following the 2013 establishment of Democracy Clubs across schools in the country by the Election Commission of Bhutan (ECB).\textsuperscript{414}

Though there are initiatives for children to participate in the promotion of children’s rights, less has been accomplished in meaningfully engaging them in efforts to prevent CSEC and SECTT. For example, not much attention has been paid to ensure that young people who have experienced sexual abuse and exploitation are included in combating efforts.\textsuperscript{415} There also appears to be a dearth of initiatives to include children in SECTT specific combative strategies. Additionally, the majority of programmes on child and youth participation are run and
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promoted by NGOs and CSOs and there is a minimal investment of public funds. It would be relevant to acknowledge the meaningful participation of children and youth not only for children themselves, but to enhance efficiency of policy development and implementation.

**International Actions to Combat SECTT**

Despite efforts on a national and regional level, combating SECTT requires the collaborative effort of the international community. Though adequate national and regional efforts have the potential to address cases of local child sex offenders, the staggering number of international tourist arrivals in parts of South Asia calls for transnational actions. In addition, the complex threat of ICT related cases of SECTT means that children are vulnerable regardless of whether they physically encounter travellers and tourists or not.

Weak legal frameworks greatly increase the vulnerability of children sexual exploitation. Through extraterritorial jurisdiction, an offence committed abroad can be deemed an offence within borders. This allows foreign child sex offenders who sexually exploit children in South Asia to be convicted in their country of origin. One benefit of extraterritorial jurisdiction is that it allows a country a clear basis for arrest. This is important since accounts from Sri Lanka show how national police are nervous of arresting a tourist seen as ‘more powerful’ due to fears of being accused of an ‘unlawful arrest’. Secondly, countries adopting extraterritorial jurisdiction for the sexual exploitation of children, convey the message that people cannot “take a holiday from their own legal systems”. In South Asia, as previously discussed, there is an issue with ‘exotication’, where some tourists feel entitled to adhere to a ‘what happens in South Asia, stays in South Asia’ mentality. Extraterritorial jurisdiction sends the message that this is, in fact, not the case.

Currently, although a number of countries have some aspect of extraterritorial jurisdiction in place, there are significant gaps in implementation and enforcement. Few cases are prosecuted. Moreover, the legislation is often weak, and it remains difficult to prosecute cases once an offender has returned home. Whilst in the country, several countries in South Asia release sexual offenders on bail meaning that child sex offenders have the opportunity to leave the country.

In 2012 the UK CEOP introduced the International Child Protection Certificate (ICPC). Organisations that work with children in, for example, South Asia, can liaise with staff in the UK to apply for a ICPC of a prospective staff or volunteer, thus accessing the applicant’s criminal record history. This would prevent child sex offenders from volunteering, or working, with children in South Asia. The usefulness of this system, although limited applicability since plenty of child sex offenders are not ‘known’, is still significant. The Canadian man who recently was caught abusing children in Nepal, for example, had a history of child sexual abuse back in Canada.

The sharing of information across borders is essential in combating SECTT. Interpol, a global police force, places a significant focus on fighting the sexual exploitation of children on an international scale, both in cases of offline and online abuse. The Crimes Against Children Team, a sub-division of the Trafficking in Human Beings Directorate, is made up of international teams from a variety of disciplinary backgrounds that especially target CSEC. A key benefit is the encouragement of shared intelligence and learning.
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CHAPTER 6
REMAINING CHALLENGES AND KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

The Sexual Exploitation of Children in Travel and Tourism (SECTT) is a complex, multidimensional issue that needs to be addressed in a holistic manner. This is in order to combat SECTT as part of a systematic and organised economic sector, that is a result of an increasingly globalised and integrating world. With both the sex industry and the travel and tourism industry expanding, responses need to come from all levels and include a variety of stakeholders from public and private sector as well as international organisations, NGOs, civil society and children themselves. The complexity and sophistication of SECTT poses a challenge to the creation of policy, project and programme responses. This chapter will outline some key recommendations that have arisen as a result of the extensive research conducted for this report. The following list of recommendations is in no way exhaustive, nor are recommendations presented in a manner of priority.

RECOMMENDATION ONE: INTERNATIONAL AND REGIONAL COORDINATION AND COOPERATION

- **Ratify all relevant international conventions and protocols.**
  Countries in South Asia have in the past few years all ratified the Optional Protocol on the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography (OPSC). However, the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, especially Women and Children is yet to be signed by Bangladesh, Bhutan, Maldives, Nepal and Pakistan. Sri Lanka ratified the protocol on the 15 June 2015.

- **Clarify and harmonise all SECTT related definitions and terminology.**
  In order to achieve effective regional collaboration, South Asian countries need to harmonise its definitions and terminology amongst the SAARC members. The harmonisation of national laws in accordance with international conventions and protocols is essential to ensure protection for victims in cross-border scenarios such as the sexual exploitation of children. In particular, countries are advised to address legislation regarding the legal definition of a child and the definitions of trafficking, including child trafficking. Additionally, definitions of exploitation of children through prostitution, child pornography, sexual abuse and sexual exploitation are of relevance.

- **Advocate for the inclusion and prioritisation of SECTT within existing regional mechanisms.**
  SECTT needs to be highlighted as a separate issue in all work on regional level. As for when it has been included, such as in the work plan of SAIEVAC, it needs to be explicitly outlined and made a priority as a stand-alone issue. Although there are several linkages between SECTT and other forms of CSEC, SECTT as an issue requires specific responses and cannot solely be grouped together with other forms of CSEC when considering policy and programme design.

- **Address issues of monitoring and evaluation.**
  Efforts to combat SECTT have not been sufficiently monitored and evaluated in order to assess the efficiency of strategy. Monitoring and evaluation would be of great benefit to enhance understanding of efficient implementation and programming, and could provide a baseline for future work plans and strategies. Although reports are at times produced, these are often generic and lack structured project and policy assessment.

- **Advocate for strengthening international cooperation.**
  Continue efforts of working towards incorporating international conventions and protocols into regional policy and work plans.
RECOMMENDATION TWO: STRENGTHEN LEGAL FRAMEWORKS AND LAW ENFORCEMENT

- **Advocate for adoption, revision and implementation of SECTT in national legislation.**
  It is of primary importance to clearly name and define SECTT in relevant national legislation. Due to the complexity of the phenomenon in terms of who constitutes a tourist/traveller and what is meant by and constitutes sexual exploitation, it is of essence that definitions are detailed and descriptive. In legislation relating to violence against children it is advised that SECTT is written out as a separate offence, in a manner similar to exploitation of children through prostitution or sexual abuse. For example, prosecution of sexual exploitation as a bailable offence can arguably have more repercussions for SECTT related prosecutions. Since the offender can leave the country after release on bail, prosecution becomes solely dependent on extraterritorial jurisdiction. Moreover, travelling with intent of sexual abuse/exploitation of a child, and the attempt to do so, should be part of comprehensive legislation on SECTT.

- **Assure that all national laws fully comply with international standards.**
  The full compliance and proper harmonisation of national legislation with all relevant international standards will enhance the efficiency of the protection for children from, and prosecution of offenders of, SECTT.

- **Amend legislation to ensure the equal protection of boys and girls.**
  Continue efforts, and expedite the process, of ensuring equal right in front of the law of all children. Amend definitions relating to trafficking of women and girls, rape, exploitation of children through prostitution, sexual abuse and exploitation and violence against girls, so as to include the protection of boys.

- **Advocate for legal recognition and protection of children as victims and witnesses.**
  Ensure that all relevant legislation recognises and protects children who are victims of sexual exploitation in travel and tourism as victims and witnesses. Consent is not to be debatable in cases of SECTT. In Bhutan where consent is not defined, it needs to be explicitly incorporated that a child shall not be considered a consenting participant in any SECTT related offences.

- **Advocate for adoption, revision and implementation of extraterritorial legislation.**
  Tourist receiving and tourist sending countries need to have sufficient legislation and enforcement mechanisms to effectively combat SECTT. South Asian countries should aim to harmonise external jurisdiction with OPSC requirements and should further advocate for other countries outside the region to do the same.

- **Address capacity of law enforcement agencies to appropriately respond to SECTT.**
  Regardless of the strength or weaknesses of national legislation, all South Asian countries face challenges of implementation. Measures need to be put into place for the provision of training and capacity building of all relevant stakeholders part of implementing proposed policy.

- **Address mechanisms for enhanced law enforcement cooperation.**
  With SECTT transcending borders both through travelling offenders, the trafficking of children for SECTT and migration of children due to employment opportunities, law enforcement both within and between counties in South Asia need to work together. Collaborative mechanisms such as information and intelligence sharing could greatly enhance the enforcement of SECTT.

- **Prioritise the participation of children and victims of SECTT in the reviewing and development of laws and frameworks.**
  Children’s views and experiences is a key source of information to ensure targeted policy and to comprehensively address issues of SECTT.

RECOMMENDATION THREE: PRIORITISE RESEARCH ACTIVITIES TO FACILITATE THE EFFICIENT IMPLEMENTATION OF POLICY, PROJECT AND PROGRAMMES ON A REGIONAL, NATIONAL AND LOCAL LEVEL

- **Advocate for the adoption of enhanced research methodologies.**
  It is exceptionally difficult to gather reliable data on SECTT, and the evidence available is very limited. Collecting reliable data is challenging due to the underground nature of SECTT, the social stigma and taboo of the issue, the underreporting, and the difficulty in collecting evidence. Existing research is
often based on small samples. Qualitative research is rarely carried out appropriately but is confused with collecting ‘case studies’, which are thereafter used to generalise data. Conceptual clarity and consistent definitions are of essence in conducting any study on SECTT. Strong and reliable data depend on thought-through research methodologies that make use of appropriate sampling procedures and integrate questions as part of a comprehensive research design.

- **Establish/Develop protocols for data collection on national and local levels.**
  It is crucial to enhance the quantity and quality of data on SECTT. In order to ensure valid, rigorous and ethical data collection, there needs to be a baseline for research methodologies. State-based and national protocols will help assure a certain standard of data, and allow for more reliable evidence to inform policy and programme.

- **Enhance efforts of monitoring and evaluation.**
  Monitoring and evaluation are often referred to in programme reports but rarely appear to be carried out comprehensively. Limitations to time and resources often imposed by donors or the need for ‘quick results’, means that programme design and planning often is inadequate for comprehensive monitoring and evaluation to be of use. Monitoring is responded to as submitting periodic reports and updates, however, it should be used to adjust programmes based on observations and results rather than carrying on with an inefficient response. Evaluations should be used to investigate the effectiveness of a programme to achieve what the project design set out to do. Adequate monitoring and evaluation efforts will enhance the quality of programmes addressing SECTT. It will also aid in decisions of whether or not to replicate projects in other parts of the region.

- **Prioritise the funding and integration of research into programme work.**
  To comprehensively address SECTT, programmes need to be designed and implemented with research components such as evaluations and monitoring already built in. To do so effectively, adequate funding, incorporated into the programme design from the beginning, is essential.

- **Support and encourage capacity building of NGOs on research methodologies.**
  NGOs are often in the best position to collect data on SECTT. By supporting the capacity building of their research efforts, higher quality of data can be ensured, facilitating policy decisions.

- **Promote collaborative research efforts between professional researchers and NGO research teams.**
  Independent researchers are in a better position to objectively monitor and evaluate programmes. The collaboration of professional researchers and NGO research teams can aid in gathering strong data to comprehensively address SECTT.

- **Develop evidence-based research.**
  Currently there is a dearth of information on SECTT from South Asia. As effectiveness of strategies highly depends on existing evidence, more in-depth research needs to be conducted.

  **Suggested Areas of Research:**
  - National quantitative studies on SECTT.
  - State-level quantitative studies on SECTT.
  - Qualitative studies of SECTT (including but not limited to demand and patterns by local and foreign offenders, boys and sexual exploitation, ‘voluntourism’, the entertainment industry, temporary marriages, child offenders).
  - Qualitative studies of migrating children.
  - Studies examining linkages between family unity and SECTT.
  - Studies examining linkages between the labour and living conditions of boys and SECTT.
  - Studies on children’s views of SECTT.
  - Studies on children’s perceptions of barriers to reporting.

- **Prioritise research on the demand for children.**
  Existing research focuses more on the reasons why children end up in sexual exploitation. It is important to pay attention to the demand, especially since the rapidly changing environment in South Asia shows a diversification in types of offenders. Gender disaggregated data would further be essential to more fully understand demand.

- **Promote development of targeted education campaigns.**
  Awareness campaigns should be designed in order to inform children, families, schools, communities and the wider public of the vulnerability of children. Campaigns should involve deceptive aspects of SECTT, such as grooming.
RECOMMENDATION FOUR: DEVELOPING NATIONAL PLANS OF ACTION AND ENHANCING POLICY DEVELOPMENT TO ADDRESS SECTT

- Incorporate SECTT into current and future NPAs. Although much of existing NPAs can be applied to SECTT, the complex interplay of a variety of stakeholders in SECTT means it would be beneficial to incorporate SECTT as a distinct specific themes in NPAs.

- Devise strategies to address emerging trends. Enhanced understanding of emerging trends through research will facilitate stronger responses. It will also ensure that SECTT is approached holistically, and for policy and programme to respond appropriately to each trend. The magnitude of responding to such a multidimensional phenomenon can lead to SECTT combating efforts being too broad or unfocused. To address SECTT, stakeholders at each level, depending on the form of SECTT, need to be identified and responses targeted in a strategic manner that addresses issues of immediate, intermediate and systematic nature. If responses are not strategically planned and targeted, there is a risk that initiatives get swallowed up by the complexity of the issue.

- Ensure that capacity building in implementing and enforcing strategies of the NPA and other legislation is made available for stakeholders. In order for strategic responses to be efficient, legislation, NPAs and regional initiatives need to translate into implemented responses on each level in society. To ensure this, the capacity building of stakeholders is vital.

- Advocate for strengthening coordination between stakeholders. Better coordination of key stakeholders would enable more comprehensive responses to SECTT. Programme implementation is often constrained due to insufficient collaboration and cooperation between Governments, NGOs, service providers and the corporate sector.

- Develop mechanisms to ensure child safe organisations. Efforts by countries such as Bhutan, India and Nepal to set up standards of minimal care for institutions providing care to children in need, should be adopted by other South Asian countries. The implementation of strict monitoring and evaluation schemes to follow up on these standards, would further encourage child safe organisations.

- Promote and establish/develop effective reporting mechanisms. Reporting mechanisms should be in place for children and others to report cases of suspected, occurring and past occurrence of SECTT. Reporting mechanisms need to be both child and gender sensitive.

- Establish comprehensive systematic mechanisms for reintegrating victims of SECTT. Recovery processes need to be careful so as to respond to children’s needs as agents rather than victims. In this manner, children need to be active participants of the design of support services, and further need to be supported and empowered to actively approach their own reintegration.

- Appoint a national rapporteur on trafficking. As of September 2015, Nepal is the only country that has appointed a national rapporteur on trafficking.

- Prioritise the participation of children and victims of SECTT in the design and implementation of NPAs. Children’s views and experiences are just starting to gain awareness as a key source of information for policy development. Including children in the design and implementation of a NPA on SECTT will help target key issues or vulnerabilities and motivations.

RECOMMENDATION FIVE: ADVOCATE TO STRENGTHEN COLLABORATION WITH THE PRIVATE SECTOR

- Advocate for strengthening coordination between stakeholders. There is a lack of private sector involvement in addressing SECTT in South Asia. Prevention and combatting efforts are based on multitasking by a variety of stakeholders in the travel and tourism industry and as such cannot be tackled without extensive coordination and cooperation. The collaboration of the private sector with stakeholders from government tourism, NGOs and others is vital to ensure the effective implementation and monitoring of tools such as the Code of Conduct.
• **Promote the Code of Conduct for Safe and Honourable Tourism.**
  The Code of Conduct for Safe and Honourable Tourism has thus far only been adopted by India and Pakistan. All South Asian countries should aim to adopt a code and incorporate its guidelines into domestic policy on travel and tourism. Governments should encourage stakeholders in the travel and tourism agency to adopt The Code.

• **Prioritise training and capacity building.**
  Tourism professionals are a critical resource in efforts to combat SECTT. With tourism professionals directly interacting with tourists and children, they could be prominent in identifying child sex offenders and vulnerable children. The guidelines of the Code of Conduct for Safe and Honourable Tourism need to be supplemented by training and capacity building. Whilst both India and Sri Lanka have introduced mandatory reporting mechanisms, these are only efficient in combination with targeted training and capacity building of professionals and others who are likely to be in a position able to report.
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